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About us
We are a camping company 
that was founded in 2010 with 
a mission to connect people 
with nature. Whether you're 
an experienced adventurer or 
just starting out, Naturehike 
has something for everyone.

Our focus is on providing high-quality, sustainable and 
recyclable camping products that are designed to help 
people get the most out of their time outdoors. With a 
commitment to the environment and a passion for helping 
people explore the natural world, Naturehike is the perfect 
choice for anyone who wants to experience the great 
outdoors in a meaningful and sustainable way.

Eco-friendly lifestyle

We want to spread eco-
friendly lifestyles to 
outdoor communities 

100% Recyclable!

Naturehike Receives 
High Evaluations From 
An Environmental 
Advocacy

Certificates 

Certificates for the 
temperature of 
sleeping bags and for 
down sleeping bags

Sensitive-skinfriendly

Our products are safe 
for use by allergy 
sufferers. We care 
about every customer.
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930g
12 x 26 cm

3 Season

Lavaredo 1P
Material

Tent Fly: 10D nylon coated silicon fabric; Bottle material: 10D 

nylon coated silicon fabric

Material function



flysheet 1 000 mm WR

Naturehike 1 person tent LAVAREDO is great for camping, 
hiking, cycling, backpacking, festivals outdoors or a 
weekend bikepacking trip with family and friends. Our 
compact tent will fit into your backpack without filling it 
up. It also offers more inside room than almost any other 
ultralight tent. The tent is more durable - You can see from 
the reinforced strength and stitching of our tent.

Colors 

available

Grey

Last year 

sale (pcs.)

Order 

(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1600g
12 x 45 cm

3 Season

Bamba 1P
Material

Tent fly: 210T polyester; Inner tent: 210T polyester; B3 

breathable mesh; Bottom tent: 150D polyester; Poles: 7001 

Aluminum; Accesories: Duraflexbuckles, aluminum nails

Material function

flysheet 3 000 mm WR

This tent Bamba is using ultralight 20D nylon, 7001 
aluminum poles, the best interpretation of the ratio of 
strength and weight. Whether hiking or mountain 
climbing, can provide you with a high degree of comfort, 
security and a sense of space. The biggest difference is that 
the upgrade tent can be freestanding, and has an air-vent.

Colors 

available

Grey

Last year 

sale (pcs.)

Order 

(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Ultralight series



1100g
16 x 46 cm

3 Season

Fitz 1P
Material

Tent Fly: 15D nylon coated silicon fabric; Inner Tent: 20D 

nylon coated silicon fabric; Mesh: B3 Breathable Mesh; Bottle 

material: 150D Oxford cloth Pole:7001 Aluminium alloy; Wind 

rope: mighty horse rope

Material function

flysheet 2 000 mm WR

If you are looking for a ultra lightweight tent that saves your 
space saves your weight, high quality made equal to top 
brands with only half or less cost. Naturehike FITZ tent will 
be your best choice, we design with the passion: free of any 
landscape, free of any weather, to camp as far as we can 
reach.

Colors 

available

White

Last year 

sale (pcs.)

Order 

(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1100g
16 x 46 cm

4 Season

Fitz Snow 1P
Material

Tent Fly: 15D nylon coated silicon fabric; Inner Tent: 20D 

nylon coated silicon fabric; Mesh: B3 Breathable Mesh; Bottle 

material: 150D Oxford cloth Pole: 7001 Aluminium alloy; 

Wind rope: mighty horse rope

Material function

flysheet 2 000 mm WR

If you are looking for a ultra lightweight tent that saves your 
space saves your weight, high quality made equal to top 
brands with only half or less cost. Naturehike FITZ SNOW 1P 
tent will be your best choice, we design with the passion: 
free of any landscape, free of any weather, to camp as far as 
we can reach.

Colors 

available

White

Last year 

sale (pcs.)

Order 

(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Ultralight series



1500g
15 x 40 cm

3 Season

Cerro 1P
Material

Tent Fly: 210Tplaid nylon fabric ; bottle material: 150Dplaid 

Oxford cloth; Inner Tent: 210T Polyester Fabric; Mesh: B3 

Breathable Mesh; Poles: 7001 Aluminium alloy

Material function

flysheet 3 000 mm single siliconized

Naturehike 1 person tent Cerro 1P is great for camping, 
hiking, cycling, backpacking, festivals outdoors or a 
weekend bikepacking trip with family and friends. Our 
compact tent will fit into your backpack without filling it 
up. It also offers more inside room than almost any other 
ultralight tent. The tent is more durable - You can see from 
the reinforced strength and stitching of our tent.

Colors 

available

Orange Green

Last year 

sale (pcs.)

Order 

(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1500g
15 x 40 cm

4 Season

Cerro Snow 1P
Material

Tent Fly: 20D nylon coated silicon fabric; Inner Tent: 

210Tpolyester fabric; Mesh: B3 Breathable Mesh; Bottle 

material: 150Dplaid Oxford cloth; Pole: 7001 Aluminium alloy

Material function

flysheet 4 000 mm single siliconized

Naturehike 1 person tent CERRO SNOW 1P is great for 
camping, hiking, cycling, backpacking, festivals outdoors or 
a weekend bikepacking trip with family and friends. Our 
compact tent will fit into your backpack without filling it 
up. It also offers more inside room than almost any other 
ultralight tent. The tent is more durable - You can see from 
the reinforced strength and stitching of our tent.

Colors 

available

Orange

Last year 

sale (pcs.)

Order 

(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Ultralight series



5800g
20 x 22 x 55 cm

3 Season

Table 2P
Material

Tent fly: 70Dnylon plaid cloth.waterproof 3000mm; Inner 
tent: 20D380T breathable cloth tent bottom: 70D210T nylon 
plain cloth,waterproof5000mm;Mesh: B3 Breathable Mesh; 
Pole: 7001 Aluminium alloy

Material function

flysheet 3 000 mm WR

The outer bracket design of this TABLE tent allows an easy 
set up on the harsh environment; multi-angle cross design 
with four poles is built to withstand strong wind; 70D nylon 
fabric with 3000mm waterproof coating makes it ideal for 
severe weather environment.

Colors 
available

Lime

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1100g
13 x 40 cm

3 Season

Kanchenjunga 2P
Material

Tent Fly: 10D nylon coated silicon plaid fabric/Inner Tent : B3 
Breathable Mesh, 10D Breathable fabric/Bottle material: 20D 
nylon coated silicon plaid fabric/Pole:7001 Aluminium alloy

Material function

flysheet 3 000 mm single siliconized

The KANCHENJUNGA Ultralight Hiking Tent is your one-
stop shop for hiking with a lightweight and compact 
design. This tent fits two people with the space to store 2 
backpacks and 2 sleeping bags in the vestibules, giving you 
dry ground to sleep on during those wet nights when 
camping outside.

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Ultralight series



2500g
15 x 50 cm

3 Season

Cook 2P
Material

Tent Fly: 20D nylon plaid cloth PU4000mm; Inner cloth: B3 

Breathable Mesh+anti-fuzz+20D nylon coated silicon plaid 

fabric PU4000mm; Pole: 7001 Aluminium alloy.

Material function

flysheet 4 000 mm single siliconized

COOK is a freestanding tent, it is very easy to pitch. 
Lightweight fabric and rational structure lead to proper 
pack weight. Balance the stability, comfort, and weight. 
More available space, enough for 2 people. It can work for 
auto-camping, hiking, and high-altitude climbing.

Colors 

available

Green

Last year 

sale (pcs.)

Order 

(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

2300g
15 x 50 cm

3 Season

Bona 2P
Material

Tent Fly: 20D nylon plaid cloth PU4000mm; Inner cloth: B3 

Breathable Mesh+anti-fuzz+20D nylon coated silicon plaid 

fabric PU4000mm; Pole: 7001 Aluminium alloy.

Material function

flysheet 4 000 mm single siliconized

The BONA backpacking tent is designed to be the ultimate 
tent for everyone to enjoy backpacking, car camping and 
all other outdoor adventures. It is designed with intent to 
be lightweight, but also tough. Therefore, the rainfly and 
floor of the tent is constructed with polyester anti-stretch 
fabric, with added rip-stop for durability, creates an 
ultralight and ultra-strong exterior for the shell and floor of 
the tent. Hike Farther with this Lightweight, Summit any 
mountain or camp by the summer sea with these compact 
tent and have plenty of room to sleep 2 comfortably. 

Colors 

available

Grey Purple Green

Last year 

sale (pcs.)

Order 

(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Ultralight series



2600g
52 x 19 cm

3 Season

Bogda 2P
Material

Tent fly: 20D nylon coated silicon cloth PU 4000 mm; B3 
Breathable Mesh + anti-fuzz + 70D nylon fabric PU 4000 
mm; Pole: 7001 Aluminium alloy

Material function

flysheet 4 000 mm WR

Door area of our tent BOGDA can be expanded with strong 
wind resistance, hanging inner structure and PU 4000mm 
coating. Door area can be expanded to serve as kitchen 
and saloon. Supported by two trekking poles to expand the 
front door space to meet the needs of storage and cooking. 
Structure of hanging inner tent enables quickly setup in 
rainy days.

Colors 
available

Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1800g
16 x 50 cm

3 Season

Kailas 2P
Material

Tent Fly: 15D nylon coated silicon fabric; Pole: 7001 
Aluminium alloy, 0.8mm thickness /Inner Tent : 20D nylon 
fabric/Mesh: B3 Breathable Mesh, Bottle material: 20D nylon 
coated silicon plaid fabric

Material function

flysheet 3 000 mm single siliconized

Naturehike's KAILAS 2-person backpacking tent offers the 
most spacious and comfortable accommodations in an 
ultra-lightweight design. This tent weighs only 4.6 lbs. It is a 
must-own outdoor gear for every minimalist backpacker. 

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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2100g
15 x 45 cm

3 Season

Matterhorn 2P
Material

Tent Fly: 20D nylon coated silicon plaid cloth;Inner Tent: B3 
Breathable Mesh;Bottle tent : 20D nylon coated silicon plaid 
cloth;Pole: 7001 Aluminium alloy

Material function

flysheet 4 000 mm single siliconized

Ultra-light tent MATTERHORN for hiking and 
mountaineering, quick and easy to set up, (2.1 kg pack 
weight, incl. tent mat, pegs and ropes) 2 apsides for 
luggage and weather-protected entrances. 1 ventilation. 
Pack size: 45 x Φ15 cm 2 person tent for 4 seasons. Very 
stable, against wind and rain, warm. The inner tent can also 
be used without an outer tent as a mosquito net and 
protection. The outer tent can also be used independently 
to reduce weight in your journey. 

Colors 
available

Grey Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

2200g
15 x 45 cm

4 Season

Matterhorn 

Snow 2P
Material

Tent Fly: 20D nylon coated silicon plaid cloth;Inner Tent: B3 
Breathable Mesh;Bottle tent : 20D nylon coated silicon plaid 
cloth;Pole: 7001 Aluminium alloy.

Material function

flysheet 4 000 mm single siliconized

Ultra-light tent MATTERHORN for hiking and 
mountaineering, quick and easy to set up, (2.1 kg pack 
weight, incl. tent mat, pegs and ropes) 2 apsides for 
luggage and weather-protected entrances. 1 ventilation. 
Pack size: 45 x Φ15 cm 2 person tent for 4 seasons. Very 
stable, against wind and rain, warm. The free-standing 
inner tent can also be used without an outer tent as a 
mosquito net and protection. 

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Ultralight series



2200g
13 x 40 cm

3Season

Kilimanjaro 
Snow 2P
Material

Tent Fly: 20D nylon coated silicon cloth PU4000mm; Inner 
Tent: B3 Breathable Mesh+anti-fuzz+20D nylon coated 
silicon fabric,PU4000mm; Pole: 7001 Aluminium alloy

Material function

flysheet 4 000 mm single siliconized

Naturehike New KILIMANJARO is now SELF STANDING 
(thanks to two Y shape). It is for 2 Person and is really 
ultralight. It has more room inside. It has an added 
ventilation window on the other side of the door, which 
improves ventilation.

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1800g
13 x 40 cm

3 Season

Kilimanjaro 2P
Material

Tent Fly: 20D nylon coated silicon cloth PU4000mm; inner: 
B3 Breathable Mesh+anti-fuzz+20D nylon coated silicon 
fabric,PU4000mm; Pole: 7001 Aluminium alloy

Material function

flysheet 4 000 mm single siliconized

Naturehike New KILIMANJARO is now SELF STANDING 
(thanks to two Y shape). It is for 2 Person and is really 
ultralight. It has more room inside. It has an added 
ventilation window on the other side of the door, which 
improves ventilation.

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Ultralight seriesUltralight series



1700g
16 x 45 cm

3 Season

Uluru 2P
Material

Tent Fly: 20D nylon coated silicon plaid cloth; Bottle tent : 

20D nylon plaid cloth mesh: B3 Breathable Mesh; mat: 

210Tpolyester plaid cloth. Pole: 7001 Aluminium alloy

Material function

flysheet 3 000 mm WR

This tent ULURU is made of high quality oxford cloth with 
nylon coating. It is waterproof, moistureproof and durable. 
You can take this tent for outdoor camping, fishing, hiking 
or climbing.

Colors 

available

Blue

Last year 

sale (pcs.)

Order 

(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1350g
16 x 47 cm

3 Season

Kabru 2P
Material

Tent Fly: 15D nylon coated silicon fabric; Inner Tent : 20D 

nylon coated silicon fabric; Mesh: B3 Breathable Mesh; Bottle 

material: 150D Oxford cloth Pole: 7001 Aluminium alloy Wind 

rope: mighty horse rope

Material function

flysheet 2 000 mm WR

If you are looking for a ultra lightweight tent that saves your 
space saves your weight, high quality made equal to top 
brands with only half or less cost. Naturehike KABRU tent 
will be your best choice, we design with the passion: free of 
any landscape, free of any weather, to camp as far as we 
can reach.

Colors 

available

White

Last year 

sale (pcs.)

Order 

(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Ultralight series



2000g
15 x 48 cm

3 Season

Chimborazo 2P
Material

Tent Fly: 20D nylon coated silicon fabric; Bottle material: 20D 
nylon coated silicon fabricInner Tent : 20D nylon Breathable 
fabricMesh: B3 Breathable Mesh; Pole: 7001 Aluminium alloy

Material function



flysheet 4 000 mm WR

In pursuit of superior performance of lightweight and 
product performance, tent CHIMBORAZO 2P uses 20D 
lightweight nylon fabric, strengthened waterproof, with 
breathable mesh and 7001 aluminum poles. This tent is 
windproof, waterproof, breathable, pest preventative and 
lightweight, ensuring safety and comfort.

Colors 
available

Orange

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

2900g
18,5 x 60 cm

3 Season

Fuji 3P
Material

Tent fly PU: 210Tpolyester plaid cloth PU3000mm, 
7001Aluminum alloymat: 210Tpolyester plaid cloth PU 
1000mm

Material function

flysheet 3 000 mm single siliconized

The Naturehike Fuji 3P man tunnel tent is ideal for 
backpackers looking for more space without 
compromising on weight. The large vestibule provides 
plenty of room and protection for relaxing or cooking. 
Although classed as a 3 man tent, this tent would provide 2 
people with the added space for a more comfortable trip. 
Ideal for either backpacking or for use as a basecamp tent 
for daily adventures locally.Colors 

available

Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Ultralight seriesUltralight series



4000g
22 x 60 cm

3 Season

Elbrus 4P
Material

Tent fly: 40D nylon plaid cloth. Inner tent: 20Dnylon plaid 
cloth.Mesh:B3 Breathable Mesh，Mat: 20Dnylon plaid 
cloth.Pole:7001 Aluminium alloy.

Material function



flysheet 4 000 mm WR

ELBRUS is a spacious four person tent which is suited to 

most weather conditions. It has a well designed ventilation 

system to keep you cool in the summer and is made of 

heavy duty waterproof silnylon fabric which will keep you 

warm in the winter. The Hiby 4 features a large porch area 

to store gear or for cooking in wet / windy conditions.

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Ultralight series
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1900g
12 x 45 cm

3 Season

Roraima 1P
Material

Tent fly: 210T polyester; Inner tent: 210T polyester; B3 
breathable mesh; Bottom tent: 150D polyester; Poles: 7001 
Aluminum; Accesories: Duraflexbuckles, aluminum nails

Material function

flysheet 3 000 mm WR

This tent RORAIMA is using ultralight 20D nylon, 7001 

aluminum poles, the best interpretation of the ratio of 

strength and weight. Whether hiking or mountain 

climbing, can provide you with a high degree of comfort, 

security and a sense of space. The biggest difference is that 

the upgrade tent can be freestanding, and has an air-vent.

Colors 
available

Orange Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1700g
15 x 40 cm

3 Season

Elias 1P
Material

Tent Fly: 210Tplaid nylon fabric ; bottle material: 150Dplaid 
Oxford cloth; Inner Tent: 210T Polyester Fabric; Mesh: B3 
Breathable Mesh; Poles: 7001 Aluminium alloy

Material function

flysheet 3 000 mm single siliconized

Naturehike 1 person tent ELIAS 1P is great for camping, 

hiking, cycling, backpacking, festivals outdoors or a 

weekend bikepacking trip with family and friends. Our 

compact tent will fit into your backpack without filling it 

up. It also offers more inside room than almost any other 

ultralight tent. The tent is more durable - You can see from 

the reinforced strength and stitching of our tent.

Colors 
available

Red Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Adventure series



2700g
18 x 50 cm

3 Season

Nanga 2P
Material

210T polyester plaid cloth

Material function

flysheet 3 000 mm WR

The cross-pole symmetrical design, the tent NANGA adopts 
a symmetrical design after the two poles are crossed to 
make the structure more stable and wind-resistant. The 
double-door design makes it easier to get in and out of the 
tent with better ventilation. The spacious foyer with front 
and back doors greatly increases the sun-shading and rain-
proof activity space.

Colors 
available

Yellow Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

3000g
52 x 19 cm

3 Season

Marmolada 2P
Material

Tent fly: 210T polyester plaid cloth PU 3000 mm; Inner tent 
B3 mesh + 65D polyester PU 2000 mm

Material function

flysheet 3 000 mm WR

Door area of our tent MARMOLADA 2P can be expanded 
with strong wind resistance, hanging inner structure and 
PU 3000mm coating. Door area can be expanded to serve 
as kitchen and saloon. Supported by two trekking poles to 
expand the front door space to meet the needs of storage 
and cooking. Structure of hanging inner tent enables 
quickly setup in rainy days.fansipan

Colors 
available

Orange

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Adventure series



2400g
15 x 45 cm

3 Season

Rosa 2P
Material

Tent fly: 210T nylon; Inner tent: 210T nylon B3 breathable 
mesh; Bottom tent: 150D polyester oxford cloth; Poles: 7001 
Aluminum; Accessories: Duraflex buckles, aluminum nails

Material function

flysheet 3 000 mm single siliconized

Ultra-light tent ROSA for hiking and mountaineering, quick 
and easy to set up, (2.4 kg pack weight, incl. tent mat, pegs 
and ropes) 2 apsides for luggage and weather-protected 
entrances. 1 ventilation. Pack size: 45 x Φ15 cm 2 person tent for 
4 seasons. Very stable, against wind and rain, warm. The inner 
tent can also be used without an outer tent as a mosquito net 
and protection. The outer tent can also be used independently 
to reduce weight in your journey. Flysheet: 20D nylon, silicone-
coated (4000 mm waterproof index). Tent ground: 20D nylon, 
silicone-coated (4000 mm waterproof index). Tent poles: 7001 
aluminium poles.

Colors 
available

Orange

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

2100g
14 x 44 cm

3 Season

Ultar 2P
Material

Tent Fly: 210T Polyester FabricBottom Waterproof: 
2000mm；Inner Tent: B3 Breathable Mesh+210T Polyester 
Fabric2000mm；Tent Bottom Material: 150DOxford Cloth；
Poles: 7001 Aluminium alloy

Material function

flysheet 2 000 mm WR

This ultralight hiking tent ULTAR 2P has doors and 
vestibules on the side design provide convenient enter & 
out and extra storage for your backpack or shoes. A 
portable shelter for up to 2 Persons consisting of a P-series 
Aluminum pole tent with new material 210T65D embossed 
design. Interior entire mesh walls designed to offer great 
VENTILATION,Colors 

available
Blue Green Yellow

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Adventure series



3600g
18,5 x 60 cm

3 Season

Ortler 3P
Material

Tent fly PU: 210Tpolyester plaid cloth PU3000mm, 
7001Aluminum alloymat: 210Tpolyester plaid cloth PU 
1000mm

Material function

flysheet 3 000 mm single siliconized

The Naturehike Ortler 3 man tunnel tent is ideal for 

backpackers looking for more space without 

compromising on weight. The large vestibule provides 

plenty of room and protection for relaxing or cooking. 

Although classed as a 3 man tent, this tent would provide 2 

people with the added space for a more comfortable trip. 

Ideal for either backpacking or for use as a basecamp tent 

for daily adventures locally.Colors 
available

Orange

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

4300g
22 x 56 cm

3 Season

Everest 3P
Material

tent fly: 210T Plain Polyester Coated With Silver PU2000MM 
inner tent: 210T plain polyester+B3 breathable mesh.bottle 
tent: 150D oxford cloth PU2000mmPole:7001 Aluminium 
alloy.

Material function

flysheet 2 000 mm WR

Naturehike EVEREST Tent is one of the most preferred 

tents due to its high quality material and wide range of 

applications. The Naturehike 3 Person Tent is used in many 

weather conditions and environments and has a durable, 

long-lasting construction. The 7001 aluminum alloy poles 

are durable and long lasting.

Colors 
available

White

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Adventure series



4000g
25 x 56 cm

3 Season

Kea 3P
Material

Tent fly: 190Tpolyester + Vinyl PU2000 mm; Inner tent: 
190Tpolyester+B3 Breathable Mesh; Bottle tent: 150D oxford 
cloth PU2000mm; Pole: 7001 Aluminium alloy

Material function

flysheet 2 000 mm WR

KEA is perfect for outdoor self-driving camping. It has 

extended gate hall design and is using trekking poles or 

canopy poles to support. With picnic mats to add more 

comfort. Black gum sunscreen UPF 50+, uses a scientific 

method to sunscreen, effectively reducing the damage of 

UV-A / UV-B to the skin.

Colors 
available

Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

2400g
15 x 45 cm

3 Season

Makalu 3P
Material

Tent Fly: 20D nylon coated silicon cloth PU4000mm; Inner 
tent: B3 Breathable Mesh+anti-fuzz+20D nylon coated 
silicon fabric,PU4000mm; Pole: 7001 Aluminium alloy

Material function

flysheet 4 000 mm single siliconized

Naturehike's MAKALU 3-season, 3-person backpacking tent offers the most 
spacious and comfortable accommodations in an ultra-lightweight design. It 
weighs only 5.9 lbs. It is a must-own outdoor gear for every minimalist 
backpacker. The high-quality details include but not limited to smooth and 
reliable YKK dual zippers, mesh interior pockets, extremely durable rip-stop 
fabric materials, a full-coverage rainfly and firm lightweight structure, to stand 
up to your biggest adventures. We are eager to enhance our customers' 
outdoor experience with the outstanding quality of our tents. The MAKALU tent 
polyester rain fly & bathtub with a PU 3000 coating is extremely firm and 
waterproof. Our weatherproof material with factory-sealed seams keeps you 
bone-dry in extreme weather conditions. Naturehike's tents come with a 
straightforward instruction manual. The usual setup time for a person's first use 
of the MAKALU tent is around 5 minutes.

Colors 
available

Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Adventure series



2300g
16 x 46 cm

3 Season

Asgard 3P
Material

Tent Fly: 210T Polyester Fabric Bottom Waterproof: 2000mm; 
Inner Tent: B3 Breathable Mesh +210T Polyester Fabric 
2000mm; Tent Bottom Material: 150DOxford Cloth; Poles: 
7001 Aluminium alloy

Material function

flysheet 2 000 mm WR

A portable shelter called ASGARD for up to 3 Persons 
consisting of a P-series Aluminum pole tent with 210T 
Polyester fabric and waterproof index above 2000mm. 
Inner tent is made of 210T Polyester fabric and B3 
breathable mesh fabric, not only can prevent mosquito 
bite, but also keep ventilated and breathable. The tent is 
made with breathable windows on the top of the tent fly 
for better ventilation and breathability.

Colors 
available

Yellow Green Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

2800g
18 x 48 cm

3 Season

Asgard 4P
Material

Tent Fly: 210T Polyester Fabric; Bottom Waterproof: 
2000mm; Inner Tent: B3 Breathable Mesh+210T Polyester 
Fabric2000mm; Tent Bottom Material: 150DOxford Cloth; 
Poles: 7001 Aluminium alloy

Material function

flysheet 2 000 mm WR

Naturehike tent ASGARD is a range of tents designed for 
families. Emphasis on ease of use, uncomplicated, works 
well and is durable. 65D fabric with waterproof coating and 
UV protection.

Colors 
available

Blue
 Yellow Green


Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Adventure series



3600g
78 x 18 x 28 cm

3 Season

Logan 3P
Material

Fabric: 210T polyester oxford; Clothpole: glassfiber

Material function

flysheet 2 000 mm WR

LOGAN is automatic spring-type hydraulic quick opening 
tent. You only need to lift the top of the tent with the power 
of lifting a bottle of mineral water, and the tent can be 
easily built in the blink of an eye. It is folded with one 
button, simple and portable. So that you can spend more 
time on the other camping preparations. The tent can also 
be used as a small pergola, just remove the inner tent 
when in use. This is a multi-purpose tent to improve the 
utilization of your camping equipment. It is made of 210D 
Oxford fabric. The waterproof index is PU2000. Colors 

available

Green Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

4200g
85 x 18 x 28 cm

3 Season

Logan 4P
Material

Fabric: 210T polyester oxford; Clothpole: glassfiber

Material function

flysheet 2 000 mm WR

LOGAN is automatic spring-type hydraulic quick opening 
tent. You only need to lift the top of the tent with the power 
of lifting a bottle of mineral water, and the tent can be 
easily built in the blink of an eye. It is folded with one 
button, simple and portable. So that you can spend more 
time on the other camping preparations. The tent can also 
be used as a small pergola, just remove the inner tent 
when in use. This is a multi-purpose tent to improve the 
utilization of your camping equipment. It is made of 210D 
Oxford fabric. The waterproof index is PU2000.Colors 

available

Green
 Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Adventure series



4700g
66 x 16 x 14 cm

2 Season

Muottas 4P
Size S

Material

Fabric: 150D encrypted oxford cloth

Material function

flysheet 3 000 mm WR

The projection area of this ten MUOTTAS is over 10 square 

meters, and the shading area is larger, which can 

accommodate 4-6 people at the same time. Encrypted 

Oxford cloth waterproof PU3000+, 150D encryption process, 

outdoor waterproof worry-free.

Colors 
available

Gold


Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

5000g
66 x 18 x 16 cm

2 Season

Muottas 4P
Size L

Material

Fabric: 150D encrypted oxford cloth

Material function



flysheet 3 000 mm WR

The projection area of this ten MUOTTAS is over 10 square 

meters, and the shading area is larger, which can 

accommodate 4-6 people at the same time. Encrypted 

Oxford cloth waterproof PU3000+, 150D encryption process, 

outdoor waterproof worry-free.

Colors 
available

Gold

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Skyline



2800g
62 x 12 x 13 cm

2 Season

Khan 5P
Material

Material: 150D silver coated oxford cloth

Material function

flysheet 3 000 mm WR

Camping tent KHAN made from 150D silver coated oxford 
cloth. Suitable for travelling, fishing, camping, beach or 
picnic. Vinyl sun protection UPF ≥50+ in a scientific way to 
effectively reduce the damage of UV-A/UV-B to the skin.

Colors 
available

Grey


Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

2500g
69 x 15 x 14 cm

2 Season

Eiger 5P
Material

190T 68D PU full shading coating,Waterproof 2000 
mm,Shading effect,Can accomodate 8-10 persons,Projected 
area >20m²

Material function

flysheet 2 000 mm WR

(Shark) Hexagonal canopy EIGER (without pole) has 
Projection area>20m2, larger shading area for 8-10 people 
at the same time. Vinyl sun protection UPF ≥50+ in a 
scientific way to effectively reduce the damage of UV-A/UV-
B to the skin. 2000MM waterproof index makes outdoor 
activities free from worry.

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Skyline



5700g
66 x 17 x 17 cm

3 Season

Fansipan 2P
Material

Fabric: 210T polyester coated silver; Pole: iron

Material function

flysheet 3 000 mm WR

The top hook design of FANSIPAN can be used with the 
Baltic shower bag. The back surface of the fabric is shaded 
and coated with a silver layer process, which is waterproof 
and sunscreen while avoiding light. The measurments are 
230 x 140 x 140 cm

Colors 
available

Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Glamping

Nature is at the heart of all 

we do. It’s why we’ve created 
four actionable commitments 

to keep us on the path of 
sustainability from start 

to finish. 

27



5100g
22 x 95 cm

3 Season

Olympus 3P
Material

fabric: 210T polyester clothpole: Aluminum 
alloy+glassfiberhall pole: iron

Material function

Naturehike Five-Side Circulating Ventilation Telescopic Tent 
Pole Automatic Bracket Three Tents-Ango Olympus 3P 
with UPF 50+.fu

Colors 
available

Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

5500g
75 x 25 x 25 cm

3 Season

Whitney 3P
Material

fabric: 210D polyester clothTent Pole: aluminum alloy

Material function

Naturehike Outdoor Whitney 3P MG Hexagonal Camping 
Tent 3-4 Persons 210T Windproof Family Glamping Travel 
Mongolianyurts

Colors 
available

Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Glamping



Pet's tents
2200g
45 x 15 x 15 cm

3 Season

Pumori 2P
Material

fabric: Polyester cotton, PVC coated cloth

Material function

Naturehike Pumori 2P Pet Tent House Cat Bed Outdoor 

Indoor Portable Dog Puppy Cotton Tent for Camping

Colors 
available

Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1700g
45 x 15 x 15 cm

3Season

Orizaba 2P
Material

fabric: Polyester cotton, PVC coated cloth

Material function

Naturehike Pet Tent House Cat Bed Orizaba 2P Outdoor 

Indoor Portable Dog Puppy Cotton Tent Camping Supplies

Colors 
available

Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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1380g
68 x 7 x 13 cm Cypress

Material

Carbon fiber; Aluminum alloy; Elastic rope

Pole canopy set CYPRESS contains out of 2 pcs with carbon 
fiber material which is very strong, very light, and anti-rust. 
Portable folding design with a very easy storage bag which 
is suitable for camping.

Colors 
available

Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1500g
60 x 11 x 2 cm Ooty

Material

Galvanized iron pipe

Pole canopy OOTY with strong galvanized iron material 
which is anti-rust and and has very easy installation and 
folding method. Suitable for camping.

Colors 
available

Silver

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Accessories



1800g
64 x 11 x 4 cm Manali

Material

 Galvanized iron pipe

Pole canopy MANALI with strong galvanized iron material 

which is anti-rust and and has very easy installation and 

folding method. Suitable for camping.

Colors 
available

Silver

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

2500g
68 x 12 x 5 cm Thredbo

Material

Galvanized iron pipe

Pole canopy THREDBO with strong galvanized iron 

material which is anti-rust and and has very easy 

installation and folding method. Suitable for camping.

Colors 
available

Silver

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Accessories



1000g
72 x 15 cm Zermatt

Material

Aluminum alloy

Pole canopy ZERMATT is made from Aluminum Alloy 
material that is light, strong, and anti -rust. It has an easy 
installation method and is suitable for camping.

Colors 
available

Black Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

890g
10 x 63 cm Gangtok

Material

Aluminum alloy

Pole canopy GANGTOK made from Aluminum Alloy 
material that is light, strong, and anti -rust. It has an easy 
installation method and is suitable for camping.

Colors 
available

Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Accessories



230g, 310 g

67 x 9 x 10 cm, 85 x 11 x 12 cm Thingvellir
Material

16A Canvas

THINGVELLIR is equipped with a handle. It is portable and 
convenient. 16A canvas anti-wear fabric, strong and wear-
resistant, protect the pole from being worn.

Colors 
available

Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

560g / 500g / 400g

180x200 / 160x200 / 125x200cm Legzira
Material

PE+Aluminum film

Aluminium floor mat LEGZIRA is multifunctional floor mat 
made of moisture-resistant PE aluminium foil. It will be 
your best companion during camping. Or even if you want 
to have a picnic on the rainy ground.

Colors 
available

Silver

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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200g

Hampmouth
Size L

Material

7001 Aluminum alloy

Aluminum pegs HAMPMOUTH are with high strength 
material which are lightweight, firm and steady. They have 
V shape design and can be easily inserted into sandy soil.

Colors 
available

Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

50g

Otterford
Material

6061Alunminum alloy

OTTERFORD is one of the things that must be brought in 
the case, especially when the weather conditions are bad. It 
is specially used for tent pole repair tubes and the process 
is easy and quick. The surface is anodized and not easy to 
fade. Aluminum alloy material is solid and durable, It has a 
strong bearing capacity and is not easy to bend. It is 
suitable for diameter 8.5 mm tent pole.

Colors 
available

Red

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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300g

Miltois
Size 16 cm

Material

7001Alunminum alloy

Lightweight and comfortable tent peg MILTOIS. Used for 
fixing tents. Made of high quality aluminium, it is durable 
and long lasting. Since it is a hook type, it is easy to hook 
the cord, therefore it is practical.

Colors 
available

Red

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

100g
25x1x1 / 25x1,5x1,5 Munmagne

Material

7001Alunminum alloy

Naturehike's Spiral Aluminium Peg Nails MUNMAGNE are 
very useful to stand up or build up your tent during your 
camping trip with family or friends! The spiral aluminum 
ground nail is suitable for the construction of tents and 
trap, and the spiral design has stronger bending and 
bending resistance! Moreover, it comes with a pack that 
consists of 8 tent nails!

Colors 
available

Red

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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100g

4 Season

Wapecour
Size S

Material

7001 Aluminum alloy

Aluminum pegs WAPECOUR with high strength material 
which are lightweight, firm and steady. They have V shape 
design and can be easily inserted into sandy soil.

Colors 
available

Green Blue Red

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

110g / 140g / 160g / 180g

20 cm / 25 cm /30 cm / 35 cm Hilrey
Material

420 stainless steel

Long tent peg HILREY, designed for attaching tents, tarps 
or other shelters. The flat head design allows two ways of 
hanging. Classic extension through the eye or hook by the 
hook at the bottom.

Colors 
available

Silver

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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260g

Cardvern
Material

Iron

A unique tent peg CARDVERN will bring originality and fun 
to your camping experience.

Colors 
available

Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

S-Type / L-Type / Hook-Type

Terrebrook
Material

Alunminum alloy,stainless steel

Herringbone Floor Nail TERREBROOK from Naturehike 
which is used to replace pegs so that the tent / canopy can 
be erected on a wooden surface such as on a wooden 
bridge near a lake / pier (its function is like an anchor).

Colors 
available

Red

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Accessories



260g, 390 g

31,5x41 cm, 42x58 cm Mahale
Material

Canvas

Peg cover MAHALE is a model with which the problem of 

lost tent pegs can disappear. The model will allow you to 

organize these small camping accessories and put 

everything in its place at last. The durable case can hold 16 

pieces of herring.

Colors 
available

Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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2050 g
200x75  cm

4 Season

Zion 1300
Material

95%wihte goose down content 1300g fill power800FP fabric: 
20D 400T nylon

Pleasant zone

Comfort -23 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit -30 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -43 °C

Naturehike mummy shaped CW300 Goose Down Sleeping 

Bag ZION 1300 is made of 20D 400T Nylon Filler: 300g 90% 

high quality white goose down 750 filling power sleeping 

bag and very soft skin fabric. This sleeping will keep you 

warm. The net weight is only 630g, which means, that this 

product is perfect for outdoor travel. The compressed size is 

also very small. The naturehike sleeping bag can be easily 

fitted into any backpacking. Recommend Sleep 

Temperature is: 5℃ to 15℃.
Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1680g
200x75  cm

4 Season

Zion 1000
Material

95% white goose down content 1000g fill power800FP 
fabric: 20D 400T nylon

Pleasant zone

Comfort -17 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit -22 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -34 °C

Naturehike mummy shaped CW300 Goose Down Sleeping 

Bag ZION 1000 is made of 20D 400T Nylon Filler: 300g 90% 

high quality white goose down 750 filling power sleeping 

bag and very soft skin fabric. This sleeping will keep you 

warm. The net weight is only 630g, which means, that this 

product is perfect for outdoor travel. The compressed size is 

also very small. The naturehike sleeping bag can be easily 

fitted into any backpacking. Recommend Sleep 

Temperature is: 5℃ to 15℃.
Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Down sleeping bags



1200 g

220x80 cm

4 Season

Denali 700
Material

fabric: 20D 400Tnylon; Lining: 20D 400Tnylon; filling: 700g 
90%White goose down

Pleasant zone

Comfort -2 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit -9 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -22 °C

The grey goose down sleeping bag Denali 700 is lined with 

soft 20D nylon water repellent surface, keeping your body 

warm inside the sleeping bag to a comfortable -2⁰C. SB 

bottom can be opened for ventilation in the leg section

Colors 
available

Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1130g / 1050g / 980g

220x85 / 205x80 / 190x75 cm

4 Season

Pinnacles 600
Material

Fabric: 20D nylon; Lining: 2-D nylon fill power 650FP

Pleasant zone

Comfort 2°C

Pleasant zone

Limit 24,8 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -20 °C

The ultra-light and soft Pinnacles 600 sleeping bag features 

high-quality and fluffy duck feathers. The fabric used for its 

production is skin-friendly, soft, breathable and water-

repellent.

Colors 
available

Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Down sleeping bags



43

Down sleeping bags
1130g / 1050g / 910 g

220x85 / 205x80 / 190x75 cm

2 Season

Pinnacles 400
Material

fabric: 20Dnylon, Lining: 2-Dnylon fill power650FP

Pleasant zone

Comfort 7 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit 2 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -9 °C

Naturehike's Pinnacles 400 sleeping bag is made of high 

quality duck down, with 90 % of down content. It's highly 

reliable less than 0 temperatures till -9 degrees Celsius. 

MORNE is perfect for people hiking and trekking in snowy 

areas where such extreme cold is present.

Colors 
available

Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1200g

210x80 cm

3 Season

Paradiso 700
Material

fabric: 20D 400Tnylon; Lining: 20D 400Tnylon; Filling: 700g 
90% White goose down, fill power800 FP

Pleasant zone

Comfort -10 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit -15 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -26 °C

Naturehike goose down sleeping bags Paradiso 700 will be 

your perfect companion. We strongly support the exquisite 

craftsmanship of outdoor camping gear and provide the 

best customer experience.

Colors 
available

Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Down sleeping bags
880g
210x80 cm

3 Season

Paradiso 400
Material

fabric: 20D 400Tnylon; Lining: 20D 400Tnylon; Filling: 400g 
90% White goose down, fill power800 FP

Pleasant zone

Comfort -4 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit -8 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -14 °C

Naturehike goose down sleeping bags Paradiso 400 will be 
your perfect companion. We strongly support the exquisite 
craftsmanship of outdoor camping gear and provide the 
best customer experience.

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

930g / 910g

220x85 / 210x75 cm

3 Season

Saguaro
Material

Fabric: 20D 400T nylon; Fining: 20D 400T nylon; Filling: 400g 
90% White goose down

Pleasant zone

Comfort 5

Pleasant zone

Limit 0 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -11 °C

Very light down sleeping bag with a clean filling of 400g of 
selected down. The weight of 930g and the minimal 
dimensions after packing make it a unique piece of 
equipment for your nature walks from the end of spring to 
the beginning of autumn.

Colors 
available

Grey Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Down sleeping bags
630g

200x80 cm

3 Season

Teton 300
Material

fabric: 20D 400Tnylon; Lining: 20D 400Tnylon; filling: 300g 
90%White goose down

Pleasant zone

Comfort 9 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit 4 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -10 °C

Naturehike mummy shaped CW300 Goose Down Sleeping 
Bag TETON is made of 20D 400T Nylon Filler: 300g 90% 
high quality white goose down 750 filling power sleeping 
bag and very soft skin fabric. This sleeping will keep you 
warm. The net weight is only 630g, which means, that this 
product is perfect for outdoor travel. The compressed size is 
also very small. The naturehike sleeping bag can be easily 
fitted into any backpacking. Recommend Sleep 
Temperature is: 5℃ to 15℃.

Colors 
available

Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

790g

200x80 cm

3 Season

Katmai 400
Material

Lining: 15D 400T nylon, Filling 400g, White goose down 
content 90%

Pleasant zone

Comfort 6 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit 0 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -10 °C

The 90% goose down sleeping bag is lined with soft, waterproof 
15D nylon, keeping you warm inside the sleeping bag down to 
0⁰C. With a double sided YKK zipper on the right side of the 
sleeping bag, it can be opened from the outside as well as from 
the inside and can be opened up to become a blanket, and can 
be combined with other sleeping bags of the same type. 
Equipped with a compression bag so that this sleeping bag can 
be small and compact in size, and easy to carry anywhere

Colors 
available

Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Down sleeping bags
570g
190x72 cm

2 Season

Katmai 280
Material

Lining: 15D 400T nylon, Filling 280g, White goose down 
content 90%

Pleasant zone

Comfort 11°C

Pleasant zone

Limit 6 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -8 °C

The 90% goose down sleeping bag is lined with soft, waterproof 
15D nylon, keeping you warm inside the sleeping bag up to 2⁰C. 
With a double sided YKK zipper on the right side of the sleeping 
bag, it can be opened from the outside as well as from the 
inside and can be opened up to become a blanket, and can be 
combined with other sleeping bags of the same type. Equipped 
with a compression bag so that this sleeping bag can be small 
and compact in size, and easy to carry anywhere

Colors 
available

Khaki Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

930g / 910g

220x85 / 210x75 cm

3 Season

Sequoia 400
Material

Fabric: 20D 400T nylon; Fining: 20D 400T nylon; Filling: 400g 
90% White goose down

Pleasant zone

Comfort 7 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit 2 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -9 °C

Very light down sleeping bag with a clean filling of 400g of 
selected down. The weight of 930g and the minimal 
dimensions after packing make it a unique piece of 
equipment for your nature walks from the end of spring to 
the beginning of autumn.

Colors 
available

Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Synthetic sleeping bags
1700g
(190+30) x75 cm

2 Season

Banff 350
Material

fabric: 190Tpolyester spinning water repellent coating; 
Lining: 190Tpongee; filling: 350g/m³ imitation feather cotton

Pleasant zone

Comfort -3 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit -6 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -17 °C

Naturehake Sleeping Bag BANFF is designed primarily for 
cycling, but can be used in any application including 
camping, climbing, etc. U Series sleeping bags have the 
ability to be connected together with a side zipper to 
create a double sleeping bag. The top of the sleeping bag is 
made of 190T polyester, which is filled with quasi-filled 
synthetic fibers. The fabric used in the sleeping bag is 
breathable as well as skin compatible and anti-allergenic. =Colors 

available

Grey Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1500g
(190+30) x75 cm

3 Season

Banff 250
Material

fabric: 190Tpolyester spinning water repellent coating; 
Lining: 190Tpongee; filling: 250g/m³ imitation feather cotton

Pleasant zone

Comfort 0 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit -3 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -14 °C

Naturehake Sleeping Bag BANFF is designed primarily for 
cycling, but can be used in any application including 
camping, climbing, etc. U Series sleeping bags have the 
ability to be connected together with a side zipper to 
create a double sleeping bag. The top of the sleeping bag is 
made of 190T polyester, which is filled with quasi-filled 
synthetic fibers. The fabric used in the sleeping bag is 
breathable as well as skin compatible and anti-allergenic. Colors 

available

Grey Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Synthetic sleeping bags
1700g
(190+30) x75 cm

2 Season

Jasper 350
Material

fabric: 190Tpolyester spinning water repellent coating; 
Lining: 190Tpongee; filling: 350g/m³ hollow cotton

Pleasant zone

Comfort -3 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit -6 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -17 °C

Naturehake Sleeping Bag BANFF is  designed primarily for 
cycling, but can be used in any application including 
camping, climbing, etc. U Series sleeping bags have the 
ability to be connected together with a side zipper to 
create a double sleeping bag. The top of the sleeping bag is 
made of 190T polyester, which is filled with quasi-filled 
synthetic fibers. The fabric used in the sleeping bag is 
breathable as well as skin compatible and anti-allergenic. Colors 

available

Grey Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1500g
(190+30) x75 cm

3 Season

Jasper 250
Material

fabric: 190Tpolyester spinning water repellent coating; 
Lining: 190Tpongee; filling: 250g/m³ hollow cotton

Pleasant zone

Comfort 11 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit 7 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -6 °C

Naturehake Sleeping Bag BANFF is designed primarily for 
cycling, but can be used in any application including 
camping, climbing, etc. U Series sleeping bags have the 
ability to be connected together with a side zipper to 
create a double sleeping bag. The top of the sleeping bag is 
made of 190T polyester, which is filled with quasi-filled 
synthetic fibers. The fabric used in the sleeping bag is 
breathable as well as skin compatible and anti-allergenic. =Colors 

available

Grey Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product



1100g
(190+30) x75 cm

3 Season

Jasper 150
Material

fabric: 190Tpolyester spinning water repellent coating; 
Lining: 190Tpongee; filling: 150g/m³ hollow cotton

Pleasant zone

Comfort 11 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit 7 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -6 °C

Naturehake Sleeping Bag BANFF is designed primarily for 
cycling, but can be used in any application including 
camping, climbing, etc. U Series sleeping bags have the 
ability to be connected together with a side zipper to 
create a double sleeping bag. The top of the sleeping bag is 
made of 190T polyester, which is filled with quasi-filled 
synthetic fibers. The fabric used in the sleeping bag is 
breathable as well as skin compatible and anti-allergenic. =Colors 

available

Grey Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

760g / 680gg

205x85 / 190x75 cm

2 Season

Acadia 80
Material

fabric: 20D 380T nylon; Lining: 240Tpongee; filling material: 
80g/㎡ silk-like cotton

Pleasant zone

Comfort 15 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit 8 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -3 °C

For this ACADIA ultralight sleeping bag we used 20D380T 
ultra-light nylon fabric, which is soft and breathable, and 
can effectively resist water repellency. The sleeping bag can 
be spliced from a single sleeping bag into a double 
sleeping bag, which is simple and convenient, giving the 
body more free space. The zipper adopts two-way double-
sided sliders, which makes it easy to open and close inside 
and outside, and is smooth and anti-pinch.Colors 

available

Brown Green Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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1850 g
(190+30）x80 cm

3 Season

Devi 400
Material

Fabric: 201T Pongee; Lining: washed cotton; Filling: down 
cotton

Pleasant zone

Comfort 1 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit -4 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -18 °C

This sleeping bag DEVI is washable and can be fully 
expanded for use. It is made of 210T pongee fabric and 
filled with high quality down cotton. The lining is made of 
high-quality washable cotton, which remains soft and skin-
friendly after washing. The use of warm down cotton 
material combines the warmth of down and the moisture 
resistance of hollow cotton. It can be spliced into a double 
sleeping bag.Colors 

available

Grey Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1500g
(190+30）x80 cm

3 Season

Devi 300
Material

Fabric: 201T Pongee; Lining: washed cotton; Filling: down 
cotton

Pleasant zone

Comfort 6 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit 1 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -13 °C

This sleeping bag DEVI is washable and can be fully 
expanded for use. It is made of 210T pongee fabric and 
filled with high quality down cotton. The lining is made of 
high-quality washable cotton, which remains soft and skin-
friendly after washing. The use of warm down cotton 
material combines the warmth of down and the moisture 
resistance of hollow cotton. It can be spliced into a double 
sleeping bag.Colors 

available

Grey Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Cotton sleeping bags



1200g
(190+30）x80 cm

2 Season

Devi 180
Material

Fabric: 201T Pongee; Lining: washed cotton; Filling: down 
cotton

Pleasant zone

Comfort 12 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit 5 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -8 °C

This sleeping bag DEVI is washable and can be fully 
expanded for use. It is made of 210T pongee fabric and 
filled with high quality down cotton. The lining is made of 
high-quality washable cotton, which remains soft and skin-
friendly after washing. The use of warm down cotton 
material combines the warmth of down and the moisture 
resistance of hollow cotton. It can be spliced into a double 
sleeping bag.Colors 

available

Grey Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1700g
(190+30）x75 cm

3 Season

Yala 350
Material

fabric: 20Dnylon, Lining: 2-Dnylon fill power650FP

Pleasant zone

Comfort 9 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit 3 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -10 °C

The surface layer of pongee fabric of YALA is filled with silk-
like cotton to keep warm as well as be breathable. The quilt 
& sleeping bag can be changed as you like, and can be 
opened directly as a quilt cover or as a sleeping pad.

Colors 
available

Grey Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Cotton sleeping bags
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Cotton sleeping bags
1500g
(190+30）x75 cm

3 Season

Yala 250
Material

fabric: 20Dnylon, Lining: 2-Dnylon fill power650FP

Pleasant zone

Comfort 9 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit 3 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -10 °C

The surface layer of pongee fabric of YALA is filled with silk-
like cotton to keep warm as well as be breathable. The quilt 
& sleeping bag can be changed as you like, and can be 
opened directly as a quilt cover or as a sleeping pad.

Colors 
available

Grey Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

800g
190x75 cm

2 Season

Serengeti 150
Material

Fabric: 190Tpolyester spinning ; Lining: polyester pongee; 
Filler: 150 g/m2 hollow cotton

Pleasant zone

Comfort 18-25 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit 12 °C

Risk zone

Extreme 10°C

This sleeping bag SERENGETI can be unfolded as a quilt or 
sleeping pad. The lining is soft and the fabric is waterproof 
and breathable. High quality hollow cotton of this sleeping 
bag guarantees warmth and lightness.

Colors 
available

Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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2400g
(185+30）x145 cm

2 Season

Indiana
Material

Fabric: 190Tpolyester spinning; Lining: 190T pongee; Filling: 
Hollow cotton

Pleasant zone

Comfort 12 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit 8 °C

Risk zone

Extreme 0 °C

The Naturehike Double sleeping bag INDIANA is the 
perfect two person spring and autumn sleeping bag. Made 
for comfort, it comes with built in pillows and is rated for 
temperatures between 0 and 12 degrees C.

Colors 
available

Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

3500g
(185+30）x145 cm

1 Season

Rainier
Material

sleeping bag: pongee, washed cotton(lining), 
hollowcotton(filling); pillow: washed cotton, hollow cotton

Pleasant zone

Comfort 15 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit 10 °C

Risk zone

Extreme 5 °C

Breathable fabric + comfortable hollow cotton, highquality 
washed cotton fabric inside, skin-friendly and comfortable. 
The large space for two people can be divided into two 
single sleeping bags when fully opened. It is comfortable 
and skin-friendly, and you can sleep as you want in 360°.

Colors 
available

Grey Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Double sleeping bags



It is our hope that every 
user of Naturehike 

products will find the 
beauty in nature
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Double sleeping bags
2800g
(185+30）x145 cm

2 Season

Joshua
Material

Fabric: 190Tpolyester spinning; Lining: 190T pongee; Filling: 
Hollow cotton

Pleasant zone

Comfort 10-15 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit 5 °C

Risk zone

Extreme 0 °C

JOSHUA has large space for two people, comfortable sleep, 
the fabric coating is breathable and water repellent, and 
the lining is sanded and skin-friendly. Polyester spun fabric, 
water repellent coating, can effectively repel water. The 
high-quality hollow cotton gives you enough warmth and 
lightness, and can be divided into two single sleeping bags 
after all unfolding.

Colors 
available

White

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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1400g
190x75 cm

2 Season

Rondane 300
Material

Fabric: Pongee; cotton cloth; Imitation down cotton

Pleasant zone

Comfort 6 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit 1 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -13 °C

This fun and colorful children's sleeping bag RONDANE will 
help get every child in a camping mood. The quilted 
blanket with pure cotton filling keeps children warm and 
comfortable, and the unique shape of the storage bag can 
be used as an extension of the sleeping bag.

Colors 
available

Blue Yellow

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1100g
190x75 cm

2Season

Rondane 180
Material

Fabric: Pongee; cotton cloth; Imitation down cotton

Pleasant zone

Comfort 12 °C

Pleasant zone

Limit 5 °C

Risk zone

Extreme -8 °C

This fun and colorful children's sleeping bag RONDANE will 
help get every child in a camping mood. The quilted 
blanket with pure cotton filling keeps children warm and 
comfortable, and the unique shape of the storage bag can 
be used as an extension of the sleeping bag.

Colors 
available

Blue Yellow

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Children's sleeping bag
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95 g
40x24 cm Hemis

Material

encrypted nylon webbing+ABSclinker

Sleeping Bag Compression HEMIS Sack from Naturehike is 
great if you want to keep your sleeping bag perfectly clean. 
It is not only good for wrapping a sleeping bag, but this 
compression sack will also compress the sleeping bag into 
a more compact size to make it easier to carry and not take 
up space in the carrier / backpack.

Colors 
available

Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

75g
50x30 cm Hemis

Material

encrypted nylon webbing+ABSclinker

Sleeping Bag Compression HEMIS Sack from Naturehike is 
great if you want to keep your sleeping bag perfectly clean. 
It is not only good for wrapping a sleeping bag, but this 
compression sack will also compress the sleeping bag into 
a more compact size to make it easier to carry and not take 
up space in the carrier / backpack.

Colors 
available

Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Accessories
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1800g

200x65x6 cm Dalmatian
Material

30D elastic fabric, 190T Pongee

This Naturehike mattress DALMATIAN will be your sleep 
protector. One of its biggest perks is skin-friendly and soft 
material. The meterial also absorb moisture and has 
ventilation. Which is ideal for perfect sleep even if you are 
outside!

Colors 
available

Yellow

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

930g

195x62x8 cm Garden
Material

40D nyolon TPU

This air mattress GARDEN has a double-sided air bag that 
can be used even if one side is punctured to protect the 
trip. Our camping mat can be stored in a small space after 
rolling up in the backpack. We use double air valve design 
that requires only 10-15 breaths, which provides double 
protection against leakage. The cushion and honeycomb 
pad are engineered for natural ergonomics to ensure a 
comfortable sleep experience. The ultra-light 40D nylon 
surface with waterproof TPU coating provides a durable, 
abrasion-resistant, waterproof and tear-resistant mattress.

Colors 
available

Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Mats
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650g

59x198x6.5 cm Raja
Material

nylon,tpu

The Naturehike Outdoor Camping Ultra-Light Single 
Inflatable Mattress Air Mat with Pillow RAJA makes it 
possible for you to get the comfort of an indoor bed when 
you sleep outside in a sleeping bag. With a built-in pillow, it 
perfectly fits over envelope-style sleeping bags. Double-
layer 20D nylon with moisture-resistant TPU coating in the 
middle provides high strength and the best comfort. Nest 
egg design provides raised bumpers on the hard ground 
for even-pressure sleep.

Colors 
available

Orange Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

3000g

200x75x3 cm Terre
Material

Pongee , Sponge

The Naturehike camping sleeping mat TERRE has a 
double-acting, leak-free air valve that can inflate and 
deflate the mattress. The revolutionary design of the 
Naturehike camping sleeping pad uses special body 
mapping technology. Camping sleeping mat can support 
all your pressure points, it can also provide you with 
excellent support and comfort throughout the night! The 
mat is small when rolled up, thank to this it is really 
effortless to carry.

Colors 
available

White

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Mats
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We make most of the gear ultralight, 
durable, compactable, waterproof, 
sensitive-skinfriendly, and most 
importantly, eco-friendly.

600g

59x195x6.5 cm Kenai
Material

nylon,tpu

Your camping will be much more pleasurable with 
Naturehike Inflatable Camping Sleeping Pad KENAI. 
Camping can mean an incredible adventure, but the one 
thing that can easily ruin your experience is a bad camping 
mattress. Not only does a bad mattress have the potential 
to compromise your health, it’s usually even worse than if 
you were to just sleep on the ground! There are many 
things you’ll need to consider when buying a quality 
camping mattress.

Colors 
available

Orange Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Mats
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1600g

200x140x16 cm Kvarken
Material

40D nylon TPU

Multiple-point support for better sleep. Honeycomb design 
of KVARKEN offers closely arranged support points on both 
sides. High stability without deformation helps to disperse 
force imposed on it. 16 cm thick mattress allows you to sit 
comfortably. Made of double-layer wear-resistant and 
waterproof nylon TPU. The inner TPU layer comes with 
sealing coat.

Colors 
available

Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

3000g

200x135x3 cm Napali
Material

Pongee , Sponge

The Naturehike camping sleeping mat NAPALI has a 
double-acting, leak-free air valve that can inflate and 
deflate the mattress. The revolutionary design of the 
Naturehike camping sleeping pad uses special body 
mapping technology. Camping sleeping mat can support 
all your pressure points, it can also provide you with 
excellent support and comfort throughout the night! The 
mat is small when rolled up, thank to this it is really 
effortless to carry.

Colors 
available

White

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Double mats
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1000g

120x200x6.5 cm Milford
Material

nylon,tpu

When you’re camping with your partner and sheltering 
under one tent, maximizing your comfort and taking a 
good rest is essential. This Naturehike wall-to-wall air pad 
MILFORD is generously sized to fit 2 sleepers. It is 
Lightweight, water-Proof and provide a level sleeping 
surface that’s warm and cozy. The sleeping pad can be 
inflated by using the air bag which is included along with 
carry bag! This air mattress is perfect for camping, 
backpacking, and family traveling.

Colors 
available

Orange Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Mats
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Double mats



320g

46x30x12cm Hopewell
Material

Strech cloth, pongee, high stretch sponge

Naturehike HOPEWELL has soft and comfortable fabric. 
Lightweight and portable. Back cooling material. Easy to 
store. With elastic string, can be fixed on car for neck pillow.

Colors 
available

White

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

250g

45x30x11 cm Duddon
Material

30D Stretch cloth, sponge

The height of the pillow DUDDON can be adjusted 
reasonably according to personal sleeping habits to reach a 
comfortable height.

Colors 
available

Blue Khaki

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

64

Pillows
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250g

46x27x9.5 cm Penmon
Material

double side elastic cloth + sponge + pongee

Original Suede Flocking Inflatable Air Pillow PENMON gives 
you maximum comfort at outdoor events and even during 
flights. With anti slip technology sewn together, fear no 
more neck pain when you are awake. Effortlessly inflate 
and deflate air pillow in seconds (with double layered air 
nozzle).

Colors 
available

Green Orange Yellow Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

100g

42x29x11 cm Moher
Material

polyester + TPU coating

Inflate Pillow in Just a Couple of Breaths with the Multi-
functional Patent Valve MOHER. Stays Aired up for DAYS. 
Curved Vertical Lining inside Generates Ergonomic Profile. 
Scalloped Bottom Edge Centers Pillow Around Your 
Shoulders Whether You are Sleeping on Your Back, Side or 
Upright in a Chair.

Colors 
available

Orange Green Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Pillows
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110g

41x30x8/10 cm Howick
Material

Flocking cloth, TPU, high-density non-slip cloth

Flocking Pillow HOWICK will provide you with a 
comfortable rest, no matter where you are. It has an 
anatomical shape that perfectly adapts to the natural 
curvature of the spine, ensuring restorative sleep in any 
situation. It is covered with a pleasant-to-touch material 
that does not emit bothersome sounds and is equipped 
with a valve that guarantees instant filling with air and 
emptying. After deflating the air, it folds into a small size, 
allowing for packing into the attached bag.

Colors 
available

Blue Khaki

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

90g

40x26 cm Peninsula
Material

environmental protection PVC+flock fabric

Naturehike pillow PENINSULA is fast inflatable, fhas ast 
compression and has recovery Automatic Inflation. 
According to your sleeping habit, you can adjust the height 
to suit different sleeping needs by adjusting the amount of 
air injection. When you open the valve, the pillow will 
automatically inflate, if you don't have enough air, you can 
refill the air over the valve. Foldable compression, space-
saving, compact and comes with a dedicated storage bag 
for easy carrying. Not only can it be used for outdoor 
activities, camping, climbing, traveling, sleeping in the car, 
long distance travel, but also at the office or at home. Use it 
for inside or napping lunch break to make it easy to use.

Colors 
available

Blue Dark Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Pillows
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720g

180x70x52 cm Amalfi
Material

fabric: 230Ttaffeta+TPRcoating

Naturehike Outdoor Portable Waterproof Inflatable Air Sofa 
called AMALFI, has a special pillow design. Inflatable 
lounge with a pillow design can support your upper back 
and neck that will make you more comfortable from 
anywhere. Fixed light and durable 230T polyester taffeta 
with TPR coating, waterproof and lightweight. All the 
seams are taped off to make sure no water gets through. 
Fast-tracking, durable and stable. This product is also very 
easy to carry you can fold the inflatable sofa in a small bag. 
It’s handy to kill anywhere. It is also very easy to use, there is 
no need for mechanical inflation. What you need to do is 
open the air couch against the wind, it will be filled with air 
when you move.Colors 

available

Orange Green Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Air sofa

Nature is at the heart of all 

we do. It’s why we’ve created 
four actionable commitments 

to keep us on the path of 
sustainability from start 

to finish. 
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3600g
200x140x1 cm Wahipounamu

Material
straw, polyester fiber, cotton cloth

Natural straw mat WAHIPOUNAMU is healthy and 
environmentally friendly. The rush core is elastic and the 
surface layer is delicate, cool and does not irritate the skin. 
The mat contains 8 mm thick sponge.

Colors 
available

Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)
Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1800g
180x200 cm Lofoten

Material
cotton（front/edge）polyester waterproof cloth（verso）

Whether you're planning a trip to the beach, park or an 
extended camp trip, this picnic mat LOFOTEN is a versatile 
item that will improve the quality of your experience.

Colors 
available

Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)
Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Picnic mat



1300g

180x200 cm Rhossili
Material

Brushed cloth, pongee, Imitation silk cotton

RHOSSILI is using high-frequency vibrations, the fabric 

molecules generate friction to achieve a stable 

combination of the three-layer fabric, which is more flat 

and durable. The surface is brushed cloth, which can be 

washed by hand or machine. Integrated handle design, 

easy to carry.

Colors 
available

Blue


Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1200g / 700g

180x200 / 145x200cm Staffa
Material

polyester

STAFFA is using high-frequency vibrations, the fabric 

molecules generate friction to achieve a stable 

combination of the three-layer fabric, which is more flat 

and durable. It is environmentally friendly, odorless, 

comfortable to the touch, and children can use it with 

confidence. The surface is polyester fiber, which can be 

washed by hand or machine. Integrated handle design, 

easy to carry.

Colors 
available

Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

69

Picnic mat
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Picnic mat
1200g / 700g

180x200 / 145x200cm Malabar
Material

polyester

MALABAR is using high-frequency vibrations, the fabric 

molecules generate friction to achieve a stable 

combination of the three-layer fabric, which is more flat 

and durable. It is environmentally friendly, odorless, 

comfortable to the touch, and children can use it with 

confidence. The surface is polyester fiber, which can be 

washed by hand or machine. Integrated handle design, 

easy to carry.

Colors 
available

White

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1200g / 700g

180x200 / 145x200cm Turquoise
Material

polyester

TURQUOISE is using high-frequency vibrations, the fabric 

molecules generate friction to achieve a stable 

combination of the three-layer fabric, which is more flat 

and durable. It is environmentally friendly, odorless, 

comfortable to the touch, and children can use it with 

confidence. The surface is polyester fiber, which can be 

washed by hand or machine. Integrated handle design, 

easy to carry.

Colors 
available

Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product



1460g / 900g

210x240 / 170x200cm Tofino
Material

Pongee, silk floss, Oxford cloth

Whether you're planning a trip to the beach, park or an 

extended camp trip, this picnic mat TOFINO is a versatile 

item that will improve the quality of your experience.

Colors 
available

Orange

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1460g / 900g / 670g

210x240 / 170x200 / 145x200 cm Sarasota
Material

Pongee, silk floss, Oxford cloth

Whether you're planning a trip to the beach, park or an 

extended camp trip, this picnic mat TOFINO is a versatile 

item that will improve the quality of your experience.

Colors 
available

Beige

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Picnic mat

71
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2g
7 x 7 cm Rikuchu

Material
TPU transparent film（3pcs/bag）

Universal repair patch RIKUCHU for damage, tent canvas, 
mats, jackets, etc. Self-adhesive and water-resistant, always 
ready for quick use.

Colors 
available

Transparent

Last year 
sale (pcs.)
Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

100g
51x35 cm Verzanna

Material
polyamide matte lycra, cloth + silk-like cotton

Very soft washable cover VERZANNA for a travel pillow. The 
coating is slightly padded and does not take up much 
space.

Colors 
available

Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)
Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Accessories
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1000g
trap：189x286; 

hammock：300x316cm

Comillas
Material

Canopy: 40D nylon coated silicon plaid fabric PU 3000mm; 
Hammock: 75D pongee, B3 fine poyester mesh

COMILLAS comes with canopy to prevent rain, wind and 
sun. Canopy and hammock can be easily connected with 
hooks. 40D nylon fabric offers light weight and water 
resistance. Fully enclosed net keeps mosquitoes and bugs 
outside.

Colors 
available

Orange

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

2500g
300x90 cm Fakistra

Material

material: wood, canvas, metal button, rope

This hammock FAKISTRA comes with antiroll balance 
beams and they can be wrapped by tightening on both 
sides. This design allows users to rest safely and turn over. 
High-strength nylon, adjustable woven rope, tri-proof 
(water, pollution and oil) and non-elastic fabric.

Colors 
available

Beige Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Single
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2500g
300x90 cm Bamburgh

Material

Material: wood, canvas, metal button, rope

Single hammock Bamburgh from Naturehike with strong 
12A Canvas material withstands loads up to <100kg. The 
hand woven fishtail rope design makes this hammock 
more stable and not easily overturned. The hammock is 
portable and suitable for camping, traveling and daily use.

Colors 
available

Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

265g
275x140 cm Durban

Material

30D CORDURA nlyon 66

Lightweight Hammock from Naturehike with lightweight 
but strong 30D Cordura Nylon66 material. Can withstand 
loads up to max 150kg. This hammock can be combined 
with a small hanging bag that can be hung at the bottom 
of the main hammock, which functions to accommodate 
your luggage up to a max of 30kg.

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Single
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1300g
300x140 cm Sabang

Material

210T, 70D nylon fabric, B3 polyester mesh, 6061 aluminum 
alloy pole, polyester safety rope

Naturehike camping hammock Sabang is suitable for 
indoor and outdoor use. It has multiple applications and 
can be used as a hammock, sleeping bag, tent or ground 
mat.

Colors 
available

Brown Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1650g
205x145 cm Hoddevik

Material

Jute Rope, 12A Canvas, Metal Buckle

Whether you're relaxing by the fire, or just lounging around 
this summer, our camping swing chair has everything you 
need to stay comfortable.

Colors 
available

Brown Beige

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Single
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1200g

290x140 cm Tekek
Material

210T 70D Nylon, High strength polyester safety rope, 7075 
aviation aluminum alloy rod, Iron carabiner

The anti-mosquito single hammock Tekek can be folded 

into a small size which is convenient for storage and does 

not take up space. The hammock is made of high-quality 

polyester fiber which is durable and has a long service life. 

It provides comfortable rest for camping, backpacking, 

climbing, hiking and other outdoor activities.

Colors 
available

Black Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

140g

140x138 cm Arpoador
Material

30D CORDURA nlyon 66

Lightweight Hammock from Naturehike with lightweight 

but strong 30D Cordura Nylon66 material. Can withstand 

loads up to max 150kg. This hammock can be combined 

with a small hanging bag that can be hung at the bottom 

of the main hammock, which functions to accommodate 

your luggage up to a max of 30kg.

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Single
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800g
290x148 cm Waikiki

Material

High-strength polyester mesh

Recommended weight: within 200kg

Mesh design of WAIKKI is ice-feeling and breathable. High-
strength polyester fabric is soft and comfortable, skin-
friendly, breathable, tear-resistant, high-load-bearing, 
lightweight and durable. The highdensity braided rope is 
interspersed and closed, and the side wall is formed after 
lying in, which can effectively prevent rollover. The weight is 
400 jins to adapt to the needs of different body types, and 
the polyester safety ropes at both ends are bundled and 
fixed.

Colors 
available

Grey Green Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

630g

290x140 cm Bora
Material

material: 240T pongee, iron carabiner, polyester safety rope

Widened design to prevent rollover, enjoy the leisurely 
hammock BORA and enjoy a touch of peace. The safe load-
bearing capacity can load 400 kg, which is suitable for 
different body types. The two ends of the polyester safety 
rope are bound and fixed. Polyester thick φ6mm tie rope, 
black metal carabiner, safety guarantee.

Colors 
available

Blue Beige

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Single
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600g

290x148 cm Bondi
Material

fabric: 340Tpongee; Recommended weight: within 180 kg

Whether you're relaxing by the fire, sleeping under the 
stars, or just lounging around this summer, our BONDI 
camping hammock has everything you need to stay comfy 
and covered throughout the night for your next camping, 
hiking, or beach trip, even just lounging in your backyard & 
patio on a hammock stand!

Colors 
available

Orange Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

600g

290x148 cm Maya
Material

fabric: 340Tpongee；Recommended weight:within 180 kg

Whether you're relaxing by the fire, sleeping under the 
stars, or just lounging around this summer, our MAYA 
camping hammock has everything you need to stay comfy 
and covered throughout the night for your next camping, 
hiking, or beach trip, even just lounging in your backyard & 
patio on a hammock stand!

Colors 
available

Blue Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Single
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600g
290 x 148 cm Nissi

Material

High-strength polyester mesh 

Recommended weight: within 200kg

Whether you're relaxing by the fire, sleeping under the 

stars, or just lounging around this summer, our camping 

hammock NISSI has everything you need to stay comfy 

and covered throughout the night for your next camping, 

hiking, or beach trip, even just lounging in your backyard & 

patio on a hammock stand!

Price

Cancel product

Colors 
available

Orange Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Single
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4000g
300x145 cm Flamenco

Material

Natural Sapele, nylon rope, canvas, metal buckle

The supporting wood and the bed body of FLAMENCO can 
be disassembled and separated, which is convenient for 
washing the bed body. The use of 12 Ann canvas fabric, 
anti-fouling, waterproof and mildew, fabric after pre-
shrinkage treatment, washing does not shrink.

Colors 
available

Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

850g
240x173 cm Navagio

Material

fabric: 210T high fiber nylon; Tracheal material: TPU; 
recommended weight: within 200kg

Whether you're relaxing by the fire, sleeping under the 
stars, or just lounging around this summer, our NAVAGIO 
camping hammock has everything you need to stay comfy 
and covered throughout the night for your next camping, 
hiking, or beach trip, even just lounging in your backyard & 
patio on a hammock stand!

Colors 
available

Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Double
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850g

240x173 cm Grande
Material

Fabric: 210T high fiber nylon; Tracheal material: TPU; 
Recommended weight: within 200kg

Whether you're relaxing by the fire, sleeping under the 
stars, or just lounging around this summer, our camping 
hammock GRANDE has everything you need to stay comfy 
and covered throughout the night for your next camping, 
hiking, or beach trip, even just lounging in your backyard & 
patio on a hammock stand!

Colors 
available

Green Orange

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

850g

240x173 cm Margate
Material

Fabric: 210T high fiber nylon, Tracheal material: TPU, 
Recommended weight: within 200 kg

Hammock for 2 people from Naturehike with 210T Nylon 
material which has a load resistance of <200kg. With TPU 
inflatable tube on the edge of the hammock which can be 
filled with air for more comfort and to make the hammock 
more stable (anti rollover).

Colors 
available

Grey Green Yellow

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Double
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900g

290x180 cm Greenfield
Material

High-strength polyester mesh 

Recommended weight: within 200kg

Mesh design of GREENFIELD is ice-feeling and breathable. 

High-strength polyester fabric is soft and comfortable, skin-

friendly, breathable, tear-resistant, high-load-bearing, 

lightweight and durable. The highdensity braided rope is 

interspersed and closed, and the side wall is formed after 

lying in, which can effectively prevent rollover. The weight is 

400 jins to adapt to the needs of different body types, and 

the polyester safety ropes at both ends are bundled and 

fixed.

Colors 
available

Grey Green Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

700g

290x180 cm Copacabana
Material

fabric: 340Tpongee; Recommended weight: within 180 kg

Whether you're relaxing by the fire, sleeping under the 

stars, or just lounging around this summer, our 

COPACABANA camping hammock has everything you 

need to stay comfy and covered throughout the night for 

your next camping, hiking, or beach trip, even just lounging 

in your backyard & patio on a hammock stand!

Colors 
available

Blue Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Double
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770g

290x140 cm Spiaggia
Material

material: 240T pongee, iron carabiner, polyester safety rope

Widened design to prevent rollover, enjoy the leisurely 
hammock SPIAGGIA and enjoy a touch of peace. The safe 
load-bearing capacity can load 400 kg, which is suitable for 
different body types. The two ends of the polyester safety 
rope are bound and fixed. Polyester thick φ6mm tie rope, 
black metal carabiner, safety guarantee.

Colors 
available

Blue Beige

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

600g

290 x 180 cm Whitehaven
Material

fabric: 340Tpongee; Recommended weight:within 180 kg

Whether you're relaxing by the fire, sleeping under the 
stars, or just lounging around this summer, our camping 
hammock WHITEHAVEN has everything you need to stay 
comfy and covered throughout the night for your next 
camping, hiking, or beach trip, even just lounging in your 
backyard & patio on a hammock stand!

Colors 
available

Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Double
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700g

290x180 cm Bathsheba
Material

Fabric: 340T pongee, Recommended weight: within 180 kg

Whether you're relaxing by the fire, sleeping under the 
stars, or just lounging around this summer, our camping 
hammock BATHSHEBA has everything you need to stay 
comfy and covered throughout the night for your next 
camping, hiking, or beach trip, even just lounging in your 
backyard & patio on a hammock stand!

Colors 
available

Orange Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Your next adventure 
is only as good as 
the products used 

to support it. 

Double
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550g

280x100x110 cm Monica
Material

fabric: B3 mesh, 210T polyester, nylon zipper

The fully-wrapped mosquito-proof design of MONICA is not 

only anti-mosquito bite but also ventilated, so you can 

enjoy outdoor leisure time with peace of mind.

Colors 
available

Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

700g

Expanded length 25.5 Pantai
Material

fabric: hexagonal mesh

Whether you're relaxing by the fire, sleeping under the 

stars, or just lounging around this summer, our camping 

hammock net cover PANTAI has everything you need to 

stay comfy and covered throughout the night for your next 

camping, hiking, or beach trip, even just lounging in your 

backyard & patio on a hammock stand!

Colors 
available

White

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Accessories
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4200g
142x94x140 cm Druidstone

Material

6063 aluminum alloy, Resin

Durable metal structure for swing chair.

Colors 
available

Silver

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Accessories

Our products 

are designed to let you 

explore and experience the 
outdoors the way 


you want

88
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2000g
52.5x52.5x42 cm Broadleaf

Material

7075 aluminum alloy; load bearing: within 35kg

Naturehike Lightweight Foldable Camping Table is 
lightweight and is easy to store in a backpack or car trunk 
and carry around. Naturehike folding table requires no 
tools to set up and the reinforced hinges make it fast and 
easy to assemble the table. Naturehike. You can use this 
outdoor camp table when you’re hiking, camping, at 
outdoor events, at barbeques and at parties.

Colors 
available

Grey Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

700g
59x40x39 cm Eucalyptus

Material

fabric: high density elastic cloth + nylon, net + water cup 
position elastic cloth; holder: Aluminum alloy; bearing: 30 kg

Folding table EUCALYPTUS with one-piece connector, 
double crossbar support and excellent load-bearing 
capacity. The table has 2 cup holders with about 8 cm 
which are stable and safe for holding the water cup drink. It 
is made of high-density elastic silk cloth + nylon mesh.

Colors 
available

Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Folding table
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1700g
68x46x40.5 cm Magnolia

Material

Aluminum alloy; bearing: 20/25 kgs

Light and stable camping table MAGNOLIA, which thanks 
to its weight and compactness is an ideal companion for 
versatile outdoor activities. Despite its minimal weight (M 
950g, L 1700g), it surprises with its respectable load (M 20 
Kg, L 25 Kg)

Colors 
available

Grey Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

950g

75x50x52 cm Evergreen
Material

Aluminum alloy,1680D Oxford cloth

Naturehike Lightweight Foldable Camping Table 
EVERGREEN is lightweight and is easy to store in a 
backpack or car trunk and carry around. Naturehike folding 
table requires no tools to set up and the reinforced hinges 
make it fast and easy to assemble the table. Naturehike. 
You can use this outdoor camp table when you’re hiking, 
camping, at outdoor events, at barbeques and at parties.

Colors 
available

Black Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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3000g

52x60x(43+47) cm Hawthorn
Material

Aluminum alloy, Wooden handrail, Oxford cloth

This Naturehike HAWTHORN chair has aluminum aloy 
bracket. Thanks to thickening fabric and high chair surface 
is this product super comfortable! You can use this seat for 
all outdoor activities like camping, BBQ, hiking, beach, 
travel, picnic, festival, garden or any other outdoor activity.

Colors 
available

White Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

5800g
117x53x72 cm Hemlock

Material

Aluminum,fabric: 600DOxford cloth

Whether at home or outdoors, HEMLOCK can bring you a 
comfortable experience. The chair surface is made of 600D 
Oxford cloth, and the bracket is made of aluminum alloy 
and iron, which is sturdy and durable.

Colors 
available

Black Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Foldable Chair
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Foldable Chair
3400g

53x58x81 cm

4800g

69x70x81 cm

Ornamental
Size L/XL

Material

fabric: canvas 

support: wood

This Naturehike ORNAMENTAL chair ergonomic design 
gives you comfortable seating experience giving you full 
relaxation. You can use this seat for all outdoor activities like 
camping, BBQ, hiking, beach, travel, picnic, festival, garden 
or any outdoor activity. If your chair gets dirty, you can 
easily clean this chair by detaching and washing its seat in 
the washing machine.

Colors 
available

White

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

3400g

53x53x83 cm Mahogany
Material

600D 86T oxford cloth, aluminum alloy

This Naturehike MAHOGANY chair ergonomic design gives 
you comfortable seating experience giving you full 
relaxation. You can use this seat for all outdoor activities like 
camping, BBQ, hiking, beach, travel, picnic, festival, garden 
or any outdoor activity. If your chair gets dirty, you can 
easily clean this chair by detaching and washing its seat in 
the washing machine.

Colors 
available

Black White

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Foldable Chair
1350g

44x46x103 cm Hickory
Material

 600D oxford cloth, aluminum alloy

This Naturehike chair HICKORY has convenient storage, it 
can be carried with one hand after storage, the small 
package just contains the bracket and the chair cover. The 
chair surface is made of Oxford cloth. It will improves the 
tear-resistance and the breath-ability. No sweating. Both 
the structural materials are upgraded. And the 7075 thick 
aluminum tube of the bracket is processed by the T6 
process. This processing will make the whole chair be more 
stable. The ball-shaped foot cover increases the contact 
area, reduces the pressure, and prevents sinking. Widening 
the chair surface, which is more suitable for the human 
body structure, and the comfort feels like being 
surrounded by gentleness, without a sense of restraint.Colors 

available

Green Orange

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

3600g

90x60x37 cm Cottonwood (L)
Material

Aluminum alloy, Mdf medium density fiberboard (thickness 
4 mm)

The MDF desktop board COTTONWOOD is made of 
aluminum alloy, which is stable and strong. The height of 
the table legs can be adjusted to meet the needs of 
different height usage scenarios. Quickly build and fold, 
easy to carry.

Colors 
available

Brown Dark 

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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3140g

45x50x68.5 cm Ornamental
Material

fabric: canvas; support: wood

This Naturehike ORNAMENTAL chair ergonomic design 

gives you comfortable seating experience giving you full 

relaxation. You can use this seat for all outdoor activities like 

camping, BBQ, hiking, beach, travel, picnic, festival, garden 

or any outdoor activity. If your chair gets dirty, you can 

easily clean this chair by detaching and washing its seat in 

the washing machine.

Colors 
available

White

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

2100g

43x52x62 cm Lotus
Material

fabric: 600D Oxford cloth、support: Aluminum alloy; 
bearing: 120kg

This folding chair LOTUS helps you have a comfortable and 

relaxing seat after a long day of activities, on a picnic or 

helps you enjoy simply moments with friends, relatives and 

family.

Colors 
available

Black White

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Foldable Chair
1100g

68x56x30 cm Daffodil
Material

fabric: 600D positive; support: Aluminum alloy; bearing: 
150kg; middle tube φ 25 mm; support φ 14 mm

A light and portable hiking chair DAFFODIL that will give 
you some comfort while camping, out of town and relaxing 
at the campsite. It is also a good companion for fishing 
enthusiasts.

Colors 
available

Black Grey 

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1100g

57x70x75 cm Anemone
Material

fabric: 300D customized Oxford cloth + nylon mesh，
support: : Aluminum alloy

A light and portable hiking chair ANEMONE that will give 
you some comfort while camping, out of town and relaxing 
at the campsite. It is also a good companion for fishing 
enthusiasts.

Colors 
available

Green White

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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880g

41x31x71 cm Freesia
Material

600D oxford cloth, aluminum alloy

The ergonomic design of FREESIA allows for comfortable 

sitting. Thanks to the two-pole support, the chair is very 

reliable. It is made of 600D high density Oxford fabric, so it 

is resistant to wear or rupture. The fabric is comfortable, 

breathable and sweat resistant and folding design saves a 

lot of space.

Colors 
available

Green Orange

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

3000g

48x52x74 cm Ash
Material

fabric: 600D double-layer oxford; cotton; support: steel tube

This camping chair ASH has a load resistance of up to 90kg 

and is made of fabric that is not easily torn. With its 

compact and portable folding design, this chair will not 

take up much space and is very easy to carry.

Colors 
available

White Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Foldable Chair
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Foldable Chair
2200g

70x42x37 cm Peruvian
Material

600D positive oxford cloth ; support: steel tube; flat tube size: 
18*12mm; circular tube size: 13mm; 

bearing: 120kg

The Naturehike Camping Chair PERUVIAN is a compact, 

foldable, portable and very sturdy chair. The frame and 

base of this Natureharic travel chair are made of aluminum, 

which is a lightweight and very durable material this travel 

chair needs such a table to cook in the outdoors. It takes 

only a few moments to assemble the chair. The seat of the 

chair, which is made of Oxford 600D fabric, has anti-tear 

properties and shows good water resistance.

Colors 
available

Red Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1300g

37x37x57 cm Carnation
Material

fabric: 600D oxford; breathable msh + pearl cotton; suppory: 
iron tube

This folding chair CARNATION is made of durable oxforf 

Cloth 600D nylon, which is resistant to damage. The folding 

model finds its application among camping and fishing 

enthusiasts. The perfectly breathable mesh forms the seat 

of the chair and is responsible for efficient air circulation, 

especially on hot days. The whole construction is very 

stable.

Colors 
available

Black White

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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280g

26x22.4x25 cm Sycamore
Material

7075 Aluminum alloy; fabric: 420D nylon; 

bearing: 75kg

This Naturehike chair is portable and very easy to carry! It 
does not occupy space. It is suitable for outdoor activities, 
such as camping, hiking, picnic, fishing, parks, beaches, 
sports events, music festivals etc. It will quickly become 
your companion to any outdoor activities.

Colors 
available

Green Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Foldable Chair



Foldable camp beds
6100g

64x193x63 cm Jasmine
Material

fabric: 300D high stretch fabric; support: Aluminum; bearing: 
150kg

Lightweight and portable folding bed JASMINE with a load 
capacity of up to 150 kg made of aluminum with a wood 
decor and a black pattern using the principle of X-type 
support.

Colors 
available

Black White 

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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9500g

105x52x102 cm Geranium
Material

600D tear resistant oxford cloth, PP hollow borad , steel 
tube; 90L

This travel trolley GERANIUM will allow you to transport 
heavy contents effortlessly. It has a capacity of 90 liters and 
a steel structure with a folding system. Its interior is padded 
with a damage-resistant material (attached to the frame 
with Velcro), and the outer part includes flexible pockets for 
a phone or a water bottle.

Colors 
available

White

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1200g

56.5x45x62 cm Orchid
Material

oxford cloth/nylon net fabric; support: Aluminum alloy

bearing: 120kg

Multi-function portable folding table ORCHID with large 
capacity , ideal for use when out camping and traveling 
with family and friends.

Colors 
available

Black Khaki

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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1700g

84x100x7 cm Spruce
Material

Fabric: cottonfilling: polyester

This Naturehike comfortable warm seat cover called 
SPRUCE for double chair is perfect for the couples, that 
want to enjoy their time during camping, beach or other 
outdoor activities.

Colors 
available

Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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600g
19 x 10 x 18 cm Ramsey

Material
aluminum alloy accessory: bowl*3（PP), spoon*1 (ABS, meal 
spoon*1, sponge*1  
Small pot: 14.8x8.5

Big pot: 17.2x9.8

Frying pan: 18x4.3

The size of the pot RAMSEY is designed reasonably to form 
an integrated package storage mode. It not only saves 
space and is convenient for carrying out, but also is a good 
lightweight outdoor picnic product. The aluminum 
material used in the pot body is oxidized, the material is 
light and easy to use. The non stick pot is easy to clean and 
heated evenly. This product does not use unhealthy 
harmful coating, pot process oxidation, can be used at 
ease. It adopts arc-shaped left-right symmetrical handle 
design, which is not only stable, not easy to slip off, but also 
convenient to store and occupy no space.

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)
Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

600g
14.8 x 14.8 x 18 cm Fieri

Material
aluminum alloy big pot: 146*110mm, 155g

pot cover: 138*65mm, 99g

small pot: 130*98mm, 127g

small pot cover: 121*63mm, 82g

The size of the pot FIERI through a reasonable design 
ensures that this product is easy to storage. The pot body is 
made with high-quality. It is very easy to use and also very 
lightweight. This product also ensures, that everything is 
heat evenly.

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)
Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Cookware set
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500g

Caines
Material

430 stainless steel wood Silicone

Set of Barbecue Tools Caines for your next camping 

outdoor cookout. Made from olive wood and stainless steel. 

Guaranteed for quality and all around use.

Colors 
available

Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Tool set
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60g Nobu
Material
titanium（content99.9%）aluminum

Process 
surface spray 

Storage 
cotton bag

A complete set of titanium cutlery called NOBU has a 
practical carabiner for attachment. The set consists of a 
spoon (20g), a fork (14g) and a knife (14g). The blasted 
surface of the cutlery prevents fingerprints.

Colors 
available

Silver

Last year 
sale (pcs.)
Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

30g Redzepi
Material
titanium（content99.9%) aluminum

Process 
surface spray emery

Storage 
cotton bag

Cutlery REDZEPI is 3in1 spoon / knife / fork. Great for your 
versatility and space saving. The blasted surface of the 
cutlery prevents fingerprints.

Colors 
available

Silver

Last year 
sale (pcs.)
Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Cutlery set
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111g Oliver
Material
Material: Titanium（content 99.9%）thickness 0,4 mm; 
Surface: sandblasting

Small titanium pot OLIVER with a wall thickness of 0.4 mm 
and a weight of 111 g is the best thing you can take with you 
for cooking.

Colors 
available

Silver

Last year 
sale (pcs.)
Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1100g
28,5 x 22 x 30 cm Torode

Material
aluminum alloy, stainless steel, rubber wood

Capacity 10L

Hanging camping pot TORODE with a large volume, with 
dimensions 26x31.2x21cm and with a weight of 1.1 kg

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)
Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Pot
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600g

Burrell
Material

aluminum alloy

Capacity 4L

Hanging aluminum pot BURRELL for cooking larger 

quantities of food. Ideal in combination with a tripod.

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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60g / 50g

825ml / 580ml Khanna 
Material

Titanium

This titanium bowl/plate KHANNA is the best thing you can 

take with you for your outdoor camping.

Colors 
available

Silver

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

350g / 250g

280x24 / 210x23 Galetti
Material

iron, enamel

Naturehike tableware GALETTI with enamel coating will 

improve your picnic.

Colors 
available

Khaki

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Plate
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95g / 79g / 64g

600ml / 450ml / 300ml / 200ml Ray
Material

Titanium

This titanium cup RAY is the best thing you can take with 
you for your outdoor camping.

Colors 
available

Silver

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

150 g

Smith
Material

iron, enamel

Naturehike tableware SMITH with enamel coating will 
improve your picnic.

Colors 
available

Khaki

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Cup
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60g / 50g

575ml / 420ml Irvine
Material

Titanium

This titanium bowl/plate IRVINE is the best thing you can 

take with you for your outdoor camping.

Colors 
available

Silver

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

40g / 30g

385ml / 285ml Goldman
Material

Titanium

This titanium bowl/plate GOLDMAN is the best thing you 

can take with you for your outdoor camping.

Colors 
available

Silver

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Bowl



89g
17,3 x 17,3 x 3,2 cm Lofaso

Material

Titanium

This titanium bowl/plate LOFASO is the best thing you can 

take with you for your outdoor camping.

Colors 
available

Silver

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

200g

Stein
Size 210 mm

Material

iron, enamel

Naturehike tableware STEIN with enamel coating will 

improve your picnic.

Colors 
available

Khaki

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Bowl
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20g /50g

Murata 
Material

 titanium

The titanium clip MURATA is ideal for turning meat easily. it 

is made of pure titanium, which is resistant to both low and 

high temperatures. The special shape prevents the tip from 

touching the mat when it is put down.

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Clip
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970g
51 x 48 x 28 cm Puck

Material

Mini Cassette Stove Army green

Introducing PUCK by Naturehike, the ultimate stove for 
outdoor enthusiasts. Compact yet powerful, this stove is 
designed to accompany you on all your adventures. 
Whether you're hiking, camping, or exploring the great 
outdoors, Puck is your reliable cooking companion. Its 
efficient and portable design ensures easy setup and quick 
cooking, allowing you to savor delicious meals even in the 
most remote locations. With Naturehike's Puck stove, fuel 
your passion for the outdoors and ignite unforgettable 
culinary experiences on your expeditions.

Colors 
available

Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

50g
6 x 6 x 9,5 cm Pierre

Material

copper, stainless steel, aluminum; Power: 2200w

Mini stove PIERRE (one piece-without hose) with a folding 
design, so it is easy to store and does not take up much 
space. Made of aluminum alloy and stainless steel, this 
stove is strong, stable and lighter than iron.

Colors 
available

Silver

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Stove



1000g
54 x 7 x 7 cm Irvinne

Material

aluminum alloy, carbon steel, silicon

Weight bearing 20KG

Camping telescopic tripod IRVINNE with adjustable 
suspension height. The maximum height of the tripod is 
110 cm, the lowest 49 cm.

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

116

Tripod

Outdoor activities, such as hiking, camping, 
and mountaineering, are exhausting 

for humans, so we need to replenish 

food in time to provide energy 

for our bodies.



200g

Escoffier
Material

aluminum alloy 

Lightweight folding kettle ESCOFFIER for tea and other hot 

drinks, which is an ideal companion for treks on cold days.

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Teapot
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1000g
38 x 56 x 12 cm Tongariro

Size 25 + 5 l

Material

fabric: X-PAC，210Dnylon

Ergonomic design, fit the back curve, transfer the weight of 
the backpack, so as to improve the comfort of the 
backpack. The backpack TONGARIRO itself is light, about 1 
kg. POE filling at back, comfortable and breathable. Poe is 
close to the back of the human body and fits with the back. 
At the same time, through the internal frame, the back and 
the backpack form relative air circulation

Colors 
available

White Yellow

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

2000g

Gobi
Size 55 l

Material

nylonaccessory: YNS buckle+aluminum buckle

This Naturehike 55L backpack GOBI is comfortable to wear 
and will adjusts in all the right places. It is made of second-
generation CR lightweight comfortable bear technology, 
whcih is great for avid hikers. Upgraded 3D ventilation of 
shoulder strap ensures that the user feel very comfortable!

Colors 
available

Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Backpacks
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2500g

Atacama
Size 70 l

Material

polyester+nylon+aluminumcapacity: 70L+5Lthere is a pot 
storage

Naturehike ATACAMA is a high quality backpack that is 

ideal for trekking and hiking. The back mesh ensures 

comfort and ventilation. It makes carrying heavy loads 

easier with advanced back support. All the joints have 

double stitching ensuring that it can bear heavy weights. It 

has CR weight bearing system which makes the weight 

transfer well. The built-in double aviation aluminum strip 

not only reduces the weight of the backpack itself but also 

strengthens the carrying capacity. When the bag is loaded, 

the actual weight of the backpack is reduced.Colors 
available

Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

2000g

Perdida
Size 45 l

Material

nylonaccessory: YNS buckle

From weekend excursions to backpacking through the 

Europe, the Naturehike 45L Hiking Backpack PERDIDA will 

get you to your destination, without your back aching every 

inch of the way. This pack has two key features; the 

ultralight adjustable aluminium back-brace with ventilated 

padding for an ergonomic fit, structural support and even 

weight distribution and the adjustable hip belt that can 

pivot independently while you climb or descend to help 

with weight distribution and balance. The 45L pack has top 

access to the main compartment with an internal 

hydration sleeve with hose port and two side stretch 

pockets for extra water bottles or snacks. 
Colors 
available

Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Backpacks



200g
8 x 18 cm Okavango

Size 15 l

Material

material: 5%Polyamide95%nylon capacity: 15L there is a 
position for kettle

Spacious and comfortable backpack OKAVANGO for 
cycling with a helmet cover. Made of waterproof nylon 
fibre,can prevent rain splash in the outdoor when on the 
rainy day(life waterproof).

Colors 
available

Black Orange Blue Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

200g
8 x 18 cm Cappadocia

Size 22 l

Material

fabric: 30Dnylon silicon coated fabric bweight earing : 10kg 
capacity: 22L

Ultralight packable backpack MYEIK is great for day trips, or 
as a second backpack in the main backpack.

Colors 
available

Grey Black Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Backpacks



360g
18 x 14 x 5 cm Myeik

Size 22 l

Material

material: nylon capacity: 22L waterproof Thickness: thin

Ultralight packable backpack MYEIK is great for day trips, or 
as a second backpack in the main backpack.

Colors 
available

Purple

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Backpacks
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2400g /2200g / 1600g

120l / 90l / 60l Oregon
Size 60 l

Material

outer fabric 500Dwaterproof mesh  buckle: duraflex 
fasteners

This is our waterproof duffel bag OREGON. The box body is 
of PE food-grade material, ecofriendly, non-toxic and 
odorless; the insulation layer is made of PU foam material, 
and the insulation time can reach 60-80h; the rotomolding 
process makes the product integrated and seamlessly 
connected.

Colors 
available

Red Black Yellow

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

460g / 600 g

6 l/ 15 l Karakoram
Size 6 l

Material

PVC Tarpaulin (high density sealing), Cloth Cushion (Handle 
Pad)

A foldable fitness weight KARAKORAM that can challenge 
your entire body with water or sand. No need for heavy and 
expensive iron blocks.

Colors 
available

Yellow

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Bags
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210g
24 x 16 x 9,5 Georgia

Size M

Material
high-density anti-tearing nylon cloth（waterproof coating）

Easy to use and compact organizer GEORGIA - a travel bag 
for storing and arranging personal hygiene products and 
other things necessary for travel.

Colors 
available

Purple

Last year 
sale (pcs.)
Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Bags
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150g

Timms
Size 120 cm

Material

pole diameter  1.6-1.4cm/wristband: high-density webbing/
handle: lengthen EVAanti-slip/shaft: carbon fiber/ stick tip: 
tungsten steel tip

:

Naturehike Ultralight Carbon Trekking Pole TIMMS is made 
from premium carbon fibre making it ultralight and 
exceptionally strong. This adjustable trekking pole weighs 
in at an incredible 135 - 145g (depending on length model). 
It offers a moisture-wicking ergonomic grip with wrist-
strap and adjustable clamps to adjust the pole's length to 
perfectly suit your height as well as a carbide tip with snow 
basket and rubber cap.

Colors 
available

Red

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

150g

Timms
Size 130 cm

Material

pole diameter: 1.6-1.4-1.2cm/wristband: Nylon/handle: 
EVAanti-slip/pole: carbon fiberstick tip: tungsten steel tip/rod 
head : aluminum

Naturehike Ultralight Carbon Trekking Pole TIMMS is made 
from premium carbon fibre making it ultralight and 
exceptionally strong. This adjustable trekking pole weighs 
in at an incredible 135 - 145g (depending on length model). 
It offers a moisture-wicking ergonomic grip with wrist-
strap and adjustable clamps to adjust the pole's length to 
perfectly suit your height as well as a carbide tip with snow 
basket and rubber cap.

Colors 
available

Red Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Carbon trekking poles
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150g

Timms
Size 110 cm

Material

pole diameter: 1.6-1.4-1.2cm/wristband: Nylon/handle: 
EVAanti-slip/pole: carbon fiberstick tip: tungsten steel tip/rod 
head : aluminum

Naturehike Ultralight Carbon Trekking Pole TIMMS is made 
from premium carbon fibre making it ultralight and 
exceptionally strong. This adjustable trekking pole weighs 
in at an incredible 135 - 145g (depending on length model). 
It offers a moisture-wicking ergonomic grip with wrist-
strap and adjustable clamps to adjust the pole's length to 
perfectly suit your height as well as a carbide tip with snow 
basket and rubber cap.

Colors 
available

Red Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

300g

Mafinga
Size 135 cm

Material

pole diameter: 1.8/1.6/1.4/wristband: high-density nylon 
webbing/handle: lengthen EVA anti-slip/shaft: carbon fiber/ 
stick tip: tungsten steel tip

Premium Trekking Pole MAFINGA from Naturehike with 
Real Carbon Fiber all over the stick body, making this stick 
super light and strong. The folding design makes this stick 
not take up space in the backpack / carrier, nor can it be 
hung outside. The tip of the stick is specially designed to 
support the user on mud flats.

Colors 
available

Purple Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Carbon trekking poles
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300g

Mafinga
Size 115 cm

Material

pole diameter: 1.8/1.6/1.4/wristband: high-density nylon 
webbing/handle: lengthen EVA anti-slip /shaft: carbon fiber/ 
stick tip: tungsten steel tip

Premium Trekking Pole MAFINGA from Naturehike with 
Real Carbon Fiber all over the stick body, making this stick 
super light and strong. The folding design makes this stick 
not take up space in the backpack / carrier, nor can it be 
hung outside. The tip of the stick is specially designed to 
support the user on mud flats.

Colors 
available

Purple Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

250g

Pachaimalai
Size 100 cm

Material

pole diameter: 1.6-1.4-1.2cm/wristband: Nylon/handle: 
EVAanti-slip/pole: carbon fiberstick tip: tungsten steel tip/rod 
head : aluminum

This Best Seller trekking pole PACHAIMAL from Naturehike 
can help you and your friends exploring while hiking as a 
security (not slipping / slipping) and supporting the body 
when climbing. With a 3 point (nodes) design structure, 
this trekking pole can be shortened to a size of 62 cm and 
lengthened up to 135 cm. Made of strong aluminum alloy, 
durable and anti-rust.

Colors 
available

Red Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Carbon trekking poles
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250g

Pachaimalai
Size 120 cm

Material

pole diameter: man 1.6cm/strap: high-density nylon webbing 
/handle: EVAShaft Materia: 6061Aluminum/Lock: nylon 
buckle/stick tip: iron

This Best Seller trekking pole PACHAIMAL from Naturehike 
can help you and your friends exploring while hiking as a 
security (not slipping / slipping) and supporting the body 
when climbing. With a 3 point (nodes) design structure, 
this trekking pole can be shortened to a size of 62 cm and 
lengthened up to 135 cm. Made of strong aluminum alloy, 
durable and anti-rust.

Colors 
available

Gold Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

250g

Pachaimalai
Size 135 cm

Material

pole diameter: 1.6-1.4cm/wristband: high-density webbing/
handle: lengthen EVAanti-slip/shaft: carbon fiber/ stick tip: 
tungsten steel tip

This Best Seller trekking pole PACHAIMAL from Naturehike 
can help you and your friends exploring while hiking as a 
security (not slipping / slipping) and supporting the body 
when climbing. With a 3 point (nodes) design structure, 
this trekking pole can be shortened to a size of 62 cm and 
lengthened up to 135 cm. Made of strong aluminum alloy, 
durable and anti-rust.

Colors 
available

Gold

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Carbon trekking poles
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200g

Tara
Size 135 cm

Material

pole diameter: 1.6/1.4/1. /wristband: nylon webbing/handle: 
EVA/Shaft Material: carbon fiber & aluminum alloy/out lock: 
high strength ABSbuckle/stick tip: tungsten steel tip

Comfortable, reliable and incredibly light three-section 
telescopic trekking poles TARA are made of carbon fiber 
(carbon). Great choice for any travel and hiking of varying 
difficulty. External locks allow you to easily and quickly 
change the length and adjustment of the sticks.

Colors 
available

Grey Black White

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

200g

Aravalli
Size 110 cm

Material

pole diameter: 1.6-1.4cm/wristband: high-density webbing/
handle: lengthen EVAanti-slip/shaft: carbon fiber/ stick tip: 
tungsten steel tip

Premium Trekking Pole ARAVALLI from Naturehike with 
Real Carbon Fiber all over the stick body, making this stick 
super light and strong. The folding design makes this stick 
not take up space in the backpack / carrier, nor can it be 
hung outside. The tip of the stick is specially designed to 
support the user on mud flats.

Colors 
available

Purple Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Carbon trekking poles
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200g

Aravalli
Size 120 cm

Material

pole diameter: 1.6-1.4cm/wristband: high-density webbing/
handle: lengthen EVAanti-slip/shaft: carbon fiber/ stick tip: 
tungsten steel tip

Premium Trekking Pole ARAVALLI from Naturehike with 

Real Carbon Fiber all over the stick body, making this stick 

super light and strong. The folding design makes this stick 

not take up space in the backpack / carrier, nor can it be 

hung outside. The tip of the stick is specially designed to 

support the user on mud flats.

Colors 
available

Purple

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

200g

Aravalli
Size 130 cm

Material

pole diameter: 1.6-1.4cm/wristband: high-density webbing/
handle: lengthen EVAanti-slip/shaft: carbon fiber/ stick tip: 
tungsten steel tip

Premium Trekking Pole ARAVALLI from Naturehike with 

Real Carbon Fiber all over the stick body, making this stick 

super light and strong. The folding design makes this stick 

not take up space in the backpack / carrier, nor can it be 

hung outside. The tip of the stick is specially designed to 

support the user on mud flats.

Colors 
available

Purple

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Carbon trekking poles



Aluminium trekking poles
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250g Pachaimalai
Size 135 cm

Material
pole diameter: man 1.6cm/strap: high-density nylon webbing 
/handle: EVAShaft Materia: 6061Aluminum/Lock: nylon 
buckle/stick tip: iron

This Best Seller trekking pole PACHAIMAL from Naturehike 
can help you and your friends exploring while hiking as a 
security (not slipping / slipping) and supporting the body 
when climbing. With a 3 point (nodes) design structure, 
this trekking pole can be shortened to a size of 62 cm and 
lengthened up to 135 cm. Made of strong aluminum alloy, 
durable and anti-rust.

Colors 
available

Green Blue Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)
Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

280g Olgas
Size 135 cm

Material
Joint Number: 5, Handle Material: EVAShaft Materia: 
7075aluminum/Lock: high strength ABS+metal lock（/stick 
tip : tungsten steel)

For short walks or difficult hikes; your hands need to always 
be comfortable. Using the OLGAS Anti-Slip EVA Grips, 
adjust easily to the hand, absorbing sweat while keeping 
the hands dry and cool, you can easily handle abrupt 
changes in terrain and switchbacks. Our walking poles also 
come with adjustable high density nylon wrist straps that 
provide. Need to adjust your pole height when trekking up 
a hill or a downward slope? Quick twist-lock trekking poles 
are easily adjustable to compensate for height changes 
during up or down hill hiking.They are a wonderful assist 
when you need a little extra balance, support and strength.

Colors 
available

Green Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)
Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product



200g

Aravalli
Size 120 cm

Material

pole diameter: 1.6-1.4cm/wristband: high-density webbing/
handle: lengthen EVAanti-slip/shaft: carbon fiber/ stick tip: 
tungsten steel tip

Premium Trekking Pole ARAVALLI from Naturehike with 

Real Carbon Fiber all over the stick body, making this stick 

super light and strong. The folding design makes this stick 

not take up space in the backpack / carrier, nor can it be 

hung outside. The tip of the stick is specially designed to 

support the user on mud flats.

Colors 
available

Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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200g

Aravalli
Size 130 cm

Material

pole diameter: 1.6-1.4cm/wristband: high-density webbing/
handle: lengthen EVAanti-slip/shaft: carbon fiber/ stick tip: 
tungsten steel tip

Premium Trekking Pole ARAVALLI from Naturehike with 

Real Carbon Fiber all over the stick body, making this stick 

super light and strong. The folding design makes this stick 

not take up space in the backpack / carrier, nor can it be 

hung outside. The tip of the stick is specially designed to 

support the user on mud flats.

Colors 
available

Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Aluminium trekking poles
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250g

Argonne
Size 135 cm

Material

pole diameter: 1.6/1.4/1.2/wristband: Thickened velveteen 
nylon ribbon/handle: EVA/shaft: 7075Aluminum/lock: high 
strength ABS+metal lock/stick tip: tungsten steel tip

Trekking pole ARGONNE from Naturehike that can help 
you when hiking as a security (not slip / slip) and support 
the body when climbing. With a 3 point (nodes) design 
structure, this trekking pole can be shortened to a size of 
62 cm. Made of aluminum alloy with matte finish, strong, 
durable and anti-rust.

Colors 
available

Grey Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

260g

Mussoorie
Size 135 cm

Material

7075 aluminum alloy pole, cork + EVA (handle), nylon outer 
lock, tungsten steel tip, PP (mud rest, snow bar)

Comfortable, reliable and incredibly light trekking poles 
Mussoorie are made of aluminium. Great choice for any 
travel and hiking of varying difficulty. External locks allow 
you to easily and quickly change the length and 
adjustment of the sticks.

Colors 
available

White

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Aluminium trekking poles



26g

Nallamala
Size S

Material

material: PP(1 big+1small /bag）

The Naturehike Snow Mud Tray NALLAMALA is very light 
and compact and can be placed in the smallest of pockets 
or trouser pockets. This snow mud tray attaches with a 
screw on trekking pole and is compatible with most 
trekking poles. The purpose of this product is generally to 
prevent the trekking pole from sinking into mud and snow. 
In fact, this Naturehike product takes care of the trekking 
pole's body and will not allow it to get scratched or rusted 
over time. It is made of the highest quality molded plastic 
and has good strength.

Colors 
available

Orange Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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26g

Nallamala
Size L

Material

material: PP(1 big+1small /bag）

The Naturehike Snow Mud Tray NALLAMALA is very light 
and compact and can be placed in the smallest of pockets 
or trouser pockets. This snow mud tray attaches with a 
screw on trekking pole and is compatible with most 
trekking poles. The purpose of this product is generally to 
prevent the trekking pole from sinking into mud and snow. 
In fact, this Naturehike product takes care of the trekking 
pole's body and will not allow it to get scratched or rusted 
over time. It is made of the highest quality molded plastic 
and has good strength.

Colors 
available

Orange Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Snow mud tray
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200g

4.5x6x3.9 cm Mercury
Material

ABS/PC; battery: 1200 mAH polymer battery; waterproof 
rating: IPX4; Color Temperature: 5000-6500K; power: 3; input: 
5V 350 mA; normal mode: bright, weak, red, flash; Field-
induced mode: bright; charge mode: USB charge; charge 
time: 6 hour

Ultralight headlamp MERCURY with 4 lighting modes and 
excellent endurance.

Colors 
available

Grey Yellow

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

200g
6x4.5x4 cm Neptun

Material

ABS/PC; power: 3; High bright output: 150; waterproof rating: 
IPX4; output: 12~150; exposure: 25 m; charging source: 
phone/loptop/portable charger; Lihgt mode: high/middle/
flood/strobe

Ultralight headlamp NEPTUN with 4 lighting modes and 
excellent endurance (at 15LM to 24h).

Colors 
available

White Orange Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Lights

139
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210g
8.5x8.5x13.6 cm Mars

Material

rubber/ABS/PC

This lamp MARS serves as a mosquito repellent and is 
suitable for tourism, various outdoor activities, travel and 
other activities. It helps with protecting from insect bites 
while outdoors in the warm season.

Colors 
available

Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

50g
13.5x4 cm Venus

Material

ABS engineering plastic; The resin lens

A 2in1 flashlight VENUS that can be used as a chandelier in 
the tent in addition to being a flashlight. With a sliding 
extension mechanism that provides additional space for a 
more even light emission (Flood light). You can dial to 
zoom in and zoom out the light distance.

Colors 
available

Red Blue Orange

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Lights
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50g
5,5x0,9 cm

4 Season

Phoenix
Material

Aluminum alloy

PHOENIX is the safety aluminum whistle with a key ring. It 
is suitable for both the forest and the city. You never know 
when you will need whistling to call for help, either for 
yourself or your loved ones. 12g weight and length 6.5cm 
will not burden you and it is definitely worth the feeling of 
security.

Colors 
available

Green Blue Orange

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

50g
7x0,6 cm

4 Season

Phoenix Long
Material

Aluminum alloy

PHOENIX LONG is the safety aluminum whistle with a key 
ring. It is suitable for both the forest and the city. You never 
know when you will need whistling to call for help, either 
for yourself or your loved ones. 12g weight and length 
6.5cm will not burden you and it is definitely worth the 
feeling of security.

Colors 
available

Green Blue Orange Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Whistles
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3 Season

1000g
h46xφ20 cm Bering

Size 11 l

Material

body PVC, bibcock ABS, water tube length 200cm

If you are not used to bathing in open-air springs, then this 
water bag + outdoor shower BERING is the perfect choice 
for you. In addition, picnic water bag + shower set is also 
very useful for living, cooking on picnics, even watering 
plants in the garden.

Colors 
available

Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

420g
65x45 cm Baltic

Size 20 l

Material

EVA

If you are not used to bathing in open-air springs, then this 
solar shower bag BALTIC is the perfect choice for you.

Colors 
available

Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Showers



3 Season

1050g
173x220 cm Natron

Material

paddle blade: carbon fiber;paddle shaft: carbon fiber;lock 
buckle: ABS out fiber; handle: carbon fiber

Boating Paddle NATRON is high quality boat paddle with 

carbonfiber or half carbonfiber and aluminium structure. 

With this efficient boating paddle you can easily give some 

speed for yourself when boating around a lake or river. This 

is great equipment when you want to paddle easily.

Colors 
available

Silver

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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Paddles
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150g
128x75 cm Pichola

Size 128 cm

Material

Polyamide fiber 55.2% + Polyester 44.8%

Small size Ultralight towel PICHOLA with Quick Dry 

technology. With excellent absorption, this towel is suitable 

for traveling, exercising, used as a beach towel, etc

Colors 
available

Pink Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

50g
128x80 cm Rosefait

Material

Polyamide 12%, polyester fiber 88%

Lightweight, compact and quick-drying, the Naturehike 

ROSEFAIT Quick-Dry Bath Towel is a must when travelling, 

camping or going to the gym.

Colors 
available

Blue Green Pink

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Towels
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Towels
70 g /290 g

100x30 cm/160x80 cm Nakuru
Material

Fabric: 85% polyester fiber, 15% spandex

NAKURU is using fine fiber fabric, it absorbs moisture and 

dries quickly, and feels comfortable to the touch, allowing 

you to keep dry during exercise.

Colors 
available

Black Blue Purple

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product
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260g
3 l Bedbrook

Material

pvea

The BEDBROOK water pouch is a way of adequate 

irrigation without the need to organize a stopover. This 

type of Naturehike water bag is perfect for various outdoor 

activities - from ordinary tourism to cycling.

Colors 
available

Green

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

200g

3l / 2l / 1,5l Woodher
Material

bodyPE inner layer+EVA outer layer

Scud hydration pack WOODHER is made of safe and 

healthy PE+EVA material, anti-bacterial and BPA-free, 

suitable for daily use. Wide mouth offers an easy access to 

filling, cleaning and drying the water bladder. Double 

sealed sides add extra protection and durability to the 

water bag. The tube with silicone water nozzle is odorless 

and soft, convenient to use.

Colors 
available

Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Water bag
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50g
420 ml Baikal

Material

body food grade TPU

Foldable and easily portable bottle BAIKAL made of 

antibacterial TPU material. The advantages of this bottle 

are one-handed handling, silicone mouthpiece and low 

weight.

Colors 
available

Blue

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Water bag
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1700g
40x40x70 cm Sweden

Size 110 l

Material

fabric: 1680DOxford, 210Dpolyester fabric webbing: 
210Dpolyester Tug material: rubber

Camping Suitcase SWEDEN is a folding bag that has a 
large capacity (85L). Luggage with a capacity of 85 L is able 
to withstand loads of up to 120 kg. This suitcase is made of 
1680D Oxford Cloth which is hard to tear and is waterproof.

Colors 
available

Grey Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

1400g
36x36x65 cm Norway

Size 85 l

Material

fabric: 1680DOxford, 210Dpolyester fabric webbing: 
210Dpolyester Tug material: rubber

Camping Suitcase NORWAY is a folding bag that has a 
large capacity (85L). Luggage with a capacity of 85 L is able 
to withstand loads of up to 120 kg. This suitcase is made of 
1680D Oxford Cloth which is hard to tear and is waterproof.

Colors 
available

Grey

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Suitcase
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Ropes
230g

3,5 mm x 30 m Newboia
Size L

Material

Cotton covered polyester blended

Versatile strap NEWBOIA is a strong cotton-Polyester 

Blend. With 2 sizes that are suitable for tying the canopy / 

tent to pegs

Colors 
available

Grey Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

200g

4,5 mm x 20 m Newboia
Size S

Material

Cotton covered polyester blended

Versatile strap NEWBOIA is a strong cotton-Polyester 

Blend. With 2 sizes that are suitable for tying the canopy / 

tent to pegs

Colors 
available

Grey Brown

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product



380g
32.5x11 cm Oaktry

Material

high carbon steel; handle material: aluminum alloy

Naturehike ultralight camping hammer OAKTRY made of 
aluminum alloy and high carbon steel that is strong and 
sturdy. There is a handy hook to help release the pegs that 
are stuck in the ground

Colors 
available

Blue Orange

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Hammers
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240g / 220g / 210g

44-46 / 41-43 / 38-40 Innissard
Material

320Dnylon three to one+1000D cordura full N6

Covers INNISSARD are suitable for outdoor activities, 

mountaineering. INNISSARD will protect you against snow, 

dew, rain, pebbles, sand, mud, leeches and insects. It will 

protect pants and shoes from moisture and damage.

Colors 
available

Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

200g
14x41 cm Sufsoll

Size 41 cm

Material

Three layers of composite nylon，600Dblack waterproof 
Oxford

Hiking in the mountains is often associated with marching 

in difficult terrain and unfavorable conditions. Then it is 

worth taking care of the protection of shoes, their interior 

and trousers with gaiters. The cover SUFSOLL will provide 

you with resistance to water, wind, sand and mud. At the 

same time, they allow air to flow through the material to 

avoid sweating of the legs under the material.

Colors 
available

Green Black

Last year 
sale (pcs.)

Order 
(pcs.)

Price

Cancel product

Shoe snow covers
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